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Moment

New
beginning!
Scientists often encounter unexpected visuals, artistic moments
that are too precious to view alone. Their world within the
microscope and computer screens is even more so.
To soothe our minds tired out from COVID-19, we collect the
‘artistic moments’ of scientists, and shout ‘New Beginning!’

Art in Science
The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) holds the ‘Art in Science’ contest every
year. The contest is held to showcase artistic images that scientists obtain
during their work. In this issue, we introduce some of the award-winning
works from the 2020 IBS Art in Science contest.

A new dawn!
Anubhab ACHARYA
(POSTECH Department of Chemistry)

“And, when you want something, all the universe conspires in helping you to achieve it” - Paulo COELHO.
The flock of birds flying high in the dawn sky, chasing the dreams in the light of hope. We do not taste
success all the time, but the hope of accomplishing
dreams should not be rested.
These are gold nanoparticles doped with amino acids
which have been captured using the Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM). The asymmetric birdshaped nanocrystals are formed due to the crystallization of chiral★ molecules. The gold nanoparticles are
known for their interaction at the molecular level with
genes, viruses, and proteins, etc. These nanoparticles exhibit asymmetrical growth and have an average
size of 90nm (1nm = 0.000000001m). This enlightening picture signifies a new journey both for the birds
and science; the incredible potential for new discoveries to be made!

chiral(chirality)★
The term used to denote asymmetrical properties in scientific
fields such as mathematics, chemistry, physics, and biology.
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Bloody Eyes
KOH Ji Hun
(Seoul National University)

This image appears what it would
look like if one digs a hole in the
middle of an isolated patch of
grass and look up into the night
sky.
Today we are holding our breath
for a moment to prepare ourselves
for a new beginning.
This work is a model that simulates
the phenomenon of bloodshot
eyes. It is a fluorescent image of an
organ-on-a-chip★ model used

Grassland of Erlkönig

to mimic the mechanism of angio-

LEE Seung Jun(IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions)

role in cancer growth and metas-

genesis, which plays an essential

tasis. The image was taken with a
confocal microscope. It is hoped
Is there hope for a new beginning after this storm?

that this model could be used as

A sinister red flash of light sinks over the grasslands amidst stormy weather. This photo is reminiscent of Schubert’

a substitute for cosmetic toxici-

s “Erlkönig”, which is a piece of music inspired by Goethe’s poem with the same name. Cold blue night air that fills

ty experiments which currently use

up the dynamically entangled grassland can be felt in this image.

rabbit eyes.

This image is a photo of the mouse cerebellum. The cerebellum is involved in muscle movement and maintenance
of balance, it has a fairly unique structure that matches with the dynamic description of this work. It has several
clearly distinct layers, and the types of cells that make up each layer are also different. Observing these biological
tissues under a microscope reveals fascinating microstructures.
The large green circles lining the upper middle part of the picture are Purkinje cells in the cerebellum. Parvalbumin
protein, which is present in Purkinje cells, was stained (Immunohistochemistry, green) before imaging. This staining method is a time-consuming process and is difficult to perform in living cells. In order to rapidly identify the cells
expressing Parvalbumin without killing the organism, mice were genetically modified so that cells expressing Parvalbumin co-express red fluorescent protein (tdTomato, red). The result is this unpredictable mix of colors. This
kind of uncertainty is one of the most fascinating parts of studying living processes.

6
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Organ-on-a-chip★
A technology where
cells constituting
a specific living organ
are cultured on
a microfluidics chip,
with the purpose of
mimicking the function and characteristics
of the organ, as well as
closely simulating the
cellular microenvironments.
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Flowers covered
with grass
HONG Seon Pyo
(IBS Center for Vascular
Research)

‘It’s pretty if you look closely, it’
s lovely if you look at it for a long
time, so are you.’

- NA Tae Ju

If one looks closely at the grass,
purple flowers can be seen. The
flowers that have just started to
grow are shorter than the grass
that surrounds them.
Inside the villi of the small intestine, there are special lymphatic vessels called chyle ducts,
which are composed of endothelial cells in the form of elongated tubular shapes. Chyle ducts
play an important role in absorbing fat-soluble nutrients★ that enter
the intestine. This picture shows
the chyle ducts (purple) and the
surrounding smooth muscle cells
(green). The image was taken in
the process of studying the interactions among different types of
cells within and around the chyle
ducts.

Fat-soluble nutrients★
Fatty acids and fat-soluble vitamins.
Substrate★
a germanium wafer.

8
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Sorrowful Rainbow Fish
JEONG Ju Hyeon
(Postech Department of Chemical Engineering)

Is there anything sadder than the moment when a researcher ruins an
experiment?
This work arose when a researcher decided to record his mistake of contaminating a substrate★. Had the contaminated wafer not been observed
under a microscope, this photograph would not have been known to the
world. The image showed a rainbow fish was swimming as if consoling the
researcher. As if it was cheering for a new beginning.
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PART 1 Humanity and Climate in a Push and Pull Relationship
PART2 Climate Change Predicted by Aleph
PART3 Predicting the future of Changma
PART4 Reconstructing the Ancient Climate of the

Korean Peninsula with Water Isotopes

‘Even if greenhouse gas emissions are stopped immediately, global temperature will still continue to rise


- Yonhap News 2020.11.13.’

‘South Korea’s rice productivity will decrease by more than 25% after 50 years - The Korea Economic Daily 2020.7.28.’
‘If this continues… 3.5 billion people will live in the ‘Sahara Desert’ within 50 years 

- The Hankyoreh 2020.5.5.’

What kind of environment will we live in 50 years from now? Most of the news in the media is not very pleasant.
In 2014, IPCC Denmark declared global warming as an undeniable fact and that it is caused by human activities.
The time has come to acknowledge the fact that the climate is changing and come up with a solution.
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This June the Pacific Northwest experienced the
worst heat wave on record with temperatures soaring up to a sizzling 49.5°C, killing hundreds of

Humanity and Climate
in a Push and
Pull Relationship

people due to heat stroke. The normal temperatures during this time of the year should have been
around 20-30°C. A temperature anomaly of up to
20°C came as a total surprise to millions of people who suffered from this catastrophic heatwave.
Climate scientists are well aware of the fact that
not every unusual event can be linked to Global

written by Axel TIMMERMANN (Director of Center for Climate Physics, timmermann@pusan.ac.kr)

Warming, but the steadily increasing frequency of
weather and climate extremes indicates that some-

5

Homo habilis

Homo ergaster

Last Interglacial
(Eemian)
Increase in summer
precipitation in
Africa due to much
higher summer
solar insolation than
present-day.
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1500

◀ Changes in orbital eccentricity, tilt of earth’s
axis, precession affect Earth climate.

1000

thing must be wrong with our planet. Are humans

the dominant cause of the observed warming since

authors have identified crucial processes of climate

to blame for the gradual shifts in our climate sys-

the mid 20th century”. Over the past 8 years major

change in the latest generation of climate super-

tem?

advances have been made in simulating earth’s

computer models. The message from climate scien-

To address this question, climate scientists

response to human greenhouse gas emissions and

tists is clear, if humanity doesn’t stop burning fossil

alongside with governmental representatives

a new IPCC report was released in August of this

fuels, extreme and long-lasting heat waves similar

launched in 1988 the Intergovernmental Panel on

year. For the first time since IPCC’s inception in

to those experienced in the Pacific Northwest will

Climate Change (IPCC). Coordinated by the world’

1988 a Korean scientist has been serving as coor-

become much more frequent.

s most prominent climate scientists, and award-

dinating lead author of one of the major chapters

Humans are not only affecting the climate sys-

ed with the Nobel Price for Peace in 2007, the IPCC

‘Future Climate Change: Short-Term Future Pre-

tem, but they are also suffering from the conse-

has become the main authority on issues relat-

diction and Long-Term Future Prospects: Prof. Lee

quences of climate shifts. The sensitivity of our

ed to climate change. In 2013, the IPCC stated “It

June-Yi from the IBS Center for Climate Physics at

fragile societies to past climate changes has been

is extremely likely, that human influence has been

Pusan National University along with her team of

documented throughout the entire Holocene period

Future

Homo sapiens

50% increase in the number of tropical cyclones greater than category
3 when atmospheric CO2 concentration is doubled compared to
present-day.

MIS9
The period when
the atmospheric CO2
concentration is the
highest during the
past 2 million years.

Climate simulation of the past 2 million years. Global mean temperature has
continued to increase since the industrial revolution. Future climate changes are
projected by RCP scenarios. (RCP 2.6: stringent mitigation scenario, RCP4.5:
intermediate scenarios, and RCP 8.5: scenario with very high GHG emissions).

-Historical
-RCP26
-RCP45
-RCP85

500

←

(Units : 1000years) 1950

2000

Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM)

2100
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(last 11,600). Even though the advent of agriculture has helped to buffer some of this sensitivity, it
is clear now that major societal collapses in the past
can be attributed to long-lasting droughts. Prominent examples for climate’s imprint on world history are the collapse of the Akkadian Empire★ 4200
years ago, the breakdown of the Mayan civilization
around 900 CE or the Irish potato famine in 1815/16
CE which triggered a mass migration of Irish people to the United States. These historic examples
teach us one clear lesson: if not prepared, societies can break under persistent climatic stress. To
prepare and potentially adapt to the impacts of the

more horizontal grid points a climate model has,

escale of 21,000 years. Earth also revolves around

looming man-made climate crisis, societies rely on

the more regional details it can resolve; simi-

the sun in an elliptical orbit, and the shape of the

accurate climate information and predictions.

lar to the number of pixels in a digital camera. The

orbit changes every 100,000 years. Taken togeth-

How can climate scientists predict the future?

ICCP uses one of the fastest climate supercomput-

er these factors create large changes in the season-

The IBS Center for Climate Physics (ICCP) is pio-

ers in the world to simulate the past and predict the

ality of solar radiation on our planet, which changes

neering new approaches to infuse paleo climate

future. Their computer, named Aleph, is based in

climate, rainfall and vegetation patterns. Moreover,

information into their supercomputer climate

the IBS HQ in Daejeon and it is capable to perform

the same solar radiation changes can modify the

models to improve future climate change projec-

1.5 quadrillion calculations per second.

sea-ice around Antarctica which according to ICCP

tions. A climate model is gigantic computer code,

Aleph enables the Center for Climate Physics to

computer model simulation influence the large scale

over 1 million lines long and written by generations

conduct some of the longest climate model simu-

ocean circulation and the regulate how much carbon

of climate researchers, which solves the physi-

lations into the past and some of the highest reso-

is stored either in the atmosphere or the ocean. It

cal equations of the coupled atmosphere, ocean,

lution global warming simulations into the future.

turns out that during glacial periods, there is a lot of

ice and land system. The outcome of a supercom-

Of specific interest for the center is the question

sea-ice, which creates salty and heavy deep ocean

puter climate model simulation is a gigantic data-

how past climate shaped early human evolution.

waters1). In addition sea ice operates like a lid which

set that describes the wind, temperature, humid-

To this end researchers simulated the entire cli-

prevents the outgassing of carbon from the deep

ity, ocean currents, vegetation coverage and many

mate history of the past 2 million years when dif-

ocean. Both factors together lead to a drawdown

more variables at so called model grid points. The

ferent early human groups such as Homo habilis

of CO2 from the atmosphere into the deep ocean

and Homo ergaster roamed the Savannahs of cen-

of about 40 ppm. Lower CO2 concentration in the

tral Africa. In these simulations ICCP research-

atmosphere further cool our planet, which enhances

ers found that astronomical factors played a key

the build up of major ice-sheets over North Ameri-

role in changing earth’s climate, vegetation

ca and Europe. Understanding these paleo-climate

and creating ice-ages. Currently, the sea-

aspects is key towards understanding also the early

ICCP conducted the highest resolution
climate model simulations with an
unprecedented horizontal resolution of 25㎞
in the atmosphere and 10 km in the ocean. 25㎞

25㎞

sons on our planet are caused by the tilt of
10㎞
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10㎞

human evolution.

earth’s axis. However, the tilt angle is not

This was further exemplified by a recent Nature

constant over time. It changes between

study of ICCP researchers and collaborators from

22° and 24° every 41,000 years. More-

Australia and South Africa, which demonstrat-

over, earth’s axis wobbles with a tim-

ed that some of the earliest human migrations

between 200-100 thousand years ago in South-

tive capabilities. In order to survive the harsher

ern Africa occurred as a result of changes in earth’

environments they had to invent new tools, social

s orbit and axis tilt2). “Climate has shaped who we

behavior and hunting techniques. Therefore, grad-

have become as a species and it will do so also in

ual changes in climate over many generations may

future. The only difference now is, that we are in

have been beneficial for the evolution of our own

the drivers seat, which comes with extra respon-

species and transformed us from a specialist into

sibility for our future generations” says Axel Tim-

a generalist. However our history also shows that

mermann.

humans and societies have not been very success-

Even though the major ice-sheets of Green-

ful in adapting to abrupt climate changes, such as

land and Antarctica have changed over the past in

suddenly occurring megadroughts or cold spells.

response to astronomical factors, they will expe-

Fast forward into the 21st Century: the rate of

rience unprecedented warming stress in response

human-induced climate change is faster than that

to greenhouse warming. According to recent mod-

the global climate system has experienced since at

eling work at the ICCP, these two ice-sheets are

least the last 65 million years. Will our human sys-

projected to retreat rapidly over the next centuries

tems, natural ecosystems and agriculture with-

unless drastic action is taken to curb CO2 emis-

stand the self-inflicted and unprecedented climate

sions. The model simulations show a clear pic-

ging through an equivalent of several thousands

stress? Our knowledge from climate models, such

ture: even a 2℃ warming will lead to an accelera-

harddisks of data generated by their unique super-

as those run at the IBS Center for Climate Phys-

tion in the loss of ice and corresponding global sea

computer model simulations, ICCP scientists found

ics, tells us that there is only way out of the emerg-

level rise. Only a 1.5℃ projected warming can pre-

that the overall number of typhoons will decrease

ing crisis: to cut down CO2 emissions drastical-

vent reaching this point of no return. This research

with global warming. However, the number of

ly and stabilize our climate below 1.5℃ (above pre-

demonstrates the complex linkages in the climate

strong ones of category 3 and up and their associ-

industrial levels). This will avoid the worst effects

system: what happens in Antarctica will impact

ated rainfall will increase3). According to the Korea

of global warming, sea level rise and ocean acidifi-

coastlines and infrastructures in South Korea.

Meteorological Administration, the damage caused

cation and leave a more habitable planet for future

Everything is connected.

by typhoons and heavy rains in 2020 amounted to

generations. The push and pull between humans

To further improve the earth predictions into

KRW 1.25 trillion, which is about three times high-

and climate is not over yet, but we are in the unique

the future, ICCP researchers have conducted some

er than the average damage caused by typhoons

position to turn down the heat.

of the highest resolution climate model simulations

and heavy rains over the past 10 years. According

to date. The climate model uses an unprecedented

to the Aleph climate model projections, this number

horizontal resolution of 25㎞ in the atmosphere and

is very likely to go up in future as more rainfall per

10㎞ in the ocean (factor 4-10 higher than in pre-

typhoon will cause more devastating flooding.

vious simulations). In such resolutions, research-

Climate and humans have been both friends and

ers can closely track individual typhoons and even

foes, since the inception of our genus homo about 2

study the eye of the storm as well as the narrow,

million years ago in the savannahs of Africa. Our

but extended rainbands and how they make land-

ancestors had to adapt to astronomically forced

fall. “There is only one other team in the world,

climate changes and this adaptation made them

that is capable of conducting future global warm-

smarter. As a consequence our ancestors were able

ing predictions at such a high resolution – a joint

to migrate and settle in other regions with harsh-

China/US research team” says Timmermann. Dig-

er climates, which further boosted their cogni-

Akkadian Empire★
An ancient empire in Mesopotamia which was founded by Sargon of Akkad in 2334 BC. Some regard it to be the first empire in
human history.
References 1) Karl Stein, Axel Timmermann, Eun Young Kwon,
Tobias Friedrich, Timing and magnitude of Southern Ocean sea
ice/carbon cycle feedbacks, PNAS(2020), 117(9), 4498-4504.
2) Eva K. F. Chan, Axel Timmermann, Benedetta F. Baldi, Andy
E. Moore, Ruth J. Lyons, Sun-Seon Lee, Anton M. F. Kalsbeek,
Desiree C. Petersen, Hannes Rautenbach, Hagen E. A. Förtsch,
M. S. Riana Bornman & Vanessa M. Hayes, Human origins in a
southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations, Nature(2019),
575, 185–189.
3) Jung-Eun Chu, Sun-Seon Lee, Axel Timmermann, Christian Wengel, Malte F. Stuecker and Ryohei Yamaguchi, Reduced
tropical cyclone densities and ocean effects due to anthropogenic
greenhouse warming, Science Advances(2020), 6, 51, eabd5109.
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Climate Change
Predicted by
Aleph

June Rainfall

➊
Aleph is the first letter in the Hebrew
alphabet. It also represents the number
1 and the concept of infinity in mathematics. Since Aleph, the IBS’s super-

June Rainfall Change

computer, began operating in 2019, it has run non-stop to conduct climate

➋

model simulations. In particular, ultra-high-resolution simulations would
have been impossible without Aleph.
Climate is defined as a region’s long term probability of weather patterns over a period of around 30 years. Weather conditions vary depending
on many variables, including atmospheric pressure, temperature, humidity,
wind direction and speed, the volume and shape of clouds, precipitation, and
geography. Only when all these factors have been comprehensively analyzed
over a long period, can the “climate” of an area be determined. Moreover,
recent climate research infers and predicts the climates of the distant past
and future. With Aleph, the IBS Center for Climate Physics is working on
research in diverse perspectives, research that would be impossible to calculate with the computing power of ordinary computers.

16
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Aleph’s ultra-high-resolution
simulations effectively illustrate
the precipitation characteristics
resulting from mountainous
topography.

June Surface
Temperature

100㎞

25㎞

▲ The IBS’s Aleph, which began operating in 2019, is a supercomputer that can perform 1.43 petaflops, or 1.43 quadrillion (1015) floating-point operations
per second. This enormous computing power enables researchers to run a climate simulation of the entire Earth using a high-resolution model (25㎞ for
atmospheric). In general, climate research utilizes a 1° (some 100㎞) resolution, which means that Aleph-based simulations feature a two-dimensional
resolution a staggering 16 times greater than the conventional one. Since these climate simulations divide the entire Earth into small grids, each roughly the
size of Daejeon Metropolitan City, they allow the study of specific regional climates.

◀ Figures ❶ and ❸ show the 20-years average precipitation and temperature in June in the present-day climate
condition, whereas Figures ❷ and ❹ predict how
these meteorological variables will change if the
atmospheric CO 2 concentration doubles. In
the southern part of the Korean Peninsula
and near the Japanese archipelago, a
white precipitation zone is observed.
This precipitation zone will gradually
head north and cause monsoon
rains to fall over the entire Korean
Peninsula. This simulation also
shows predicted changes in Earth’
s precipitation pattern as well as
changes in average precipitation.
The bluer the color, the more
precipitation the area receives. As
seen in the figures, an increase in
the level of CO2 will lead to an increase
in precipitation on the Korean Peninsula

➌

and the nearby region to the south. Since
June marks the beginning of summer, the sea
surface temperature (SST) around the Korean
Peninsula appears to be around 18–25℃. The
simulation suggests that an increase in the atmospheric

June Surface
Temperature Change

CO2 concentration will increase Earth’s overall temperature,
with land areas across the planet experiencing a much higher

➍

increase in temperature than oceans.
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◀ Aleph has enabled the study of regional climatic
phenomena, such as typhoons, which was difficult
with traditional low-resolution simulations. Using this
supercomputer, ICCP researchers ran a simulation to predict
the size and path of a typhoon that could affect the Korean
Peninsula in August. The red dot to the southwest of the
Korean Peninsula is a typhoon. Strong winds with speeds of
30㎞/s surround the eye of the typhoon. A closer observation
of sea surface temperatures along its path also reveals a
fascinating phenomenon. The strong winds of a typhoon stir
up the upper ocean along its path, which causes the warm
water in the upper ocean to mix with cold water from the lower
layer, thereby lowering the sea surface temperature of the
relevant areas. This phenomenon allows researchers to trace
the track of a typhoon based on sea surface temperatures.

18
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▼ Ocean acidification is most damaging to marine organisms with calcium carbonate
shells. In an experiment where the atmospheric CO 2 concentration was increased by
four times the current level (1,500ppm), the shells of the tested animals became thinner or
cracked. If the CO2 density increases at the current pace, it will end up creating large holes,
in the shells of marine animals as seen in the third image of the second figure, endangering
their survival.
Over the long term, ocean acidification can also affect other fishery resources. It is
expected that the seas around the Korean Peninsula will experience severe acidification by
2100. Based on the projection scenario that ocean acidification worsens in the future, the
third figure was created to show how a conch from today (above) would shrink to a much
smaller size (below) once ocean acidification progresses to a serious level.

ⒸNOAA

➊

➋

2100
➌

▲ Ocean acidification is a crucial issue when it comes to
climate change. It starts with an increase in the atmospheric CO2

into the ocean. The dissolved CO2 reacts with carbonate in the
seawater and increases the density of hydrogen ions. OA (Ω
ARAG: omega aragonite) is one of the indexes used to measure
ocean acidification. The figures show the tendency of ocean
acidification from 1850 to 2100. In the OA index, a score of 2
or less (the red to white zone in the spectrum) indicates that
the ocean has become acidified. According to our simulation,
Earth’s entire oceans will be acidified by 2100, with the Arctic

Ⓒ Ben Harvey/University of Tsukuba

concentration, which, in turn, raises the amount of CO2 dissolving

region, which is particularly vulnerable to acidification, predicted
to experience the most severe acidification. Similarly, the seas
surrounding the Korean Peninsula will be facing a serious level of
ocean acidification as well by 2100.
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Predicting the
future of Changma
written by Axel TIMMERMANN
(Director of Center for Climate Physics, timmermann@pusan.ac.kr)

20
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The rainy season in Korea is colloquially referred
to as Changma. More specifically, it is a part of
the East Asian summer monsoon system where a
rainfall front develops in early summer between
the warm and moist air masses on the western flank of the northwestern Pacific high-pressure system and the cold and drier polar air masses, associated with the Okhotsk High in the north.
The first arrival of this front in South Korea marks
the beginning of Changma, which usually occurs
in late June and lasts until late July. Some years
also have a Changma break, when rainfall subsides temporarily before a second Changma episode develops which usually lasts from midAugust into September. During this second period,
various atmospheric phenomena can contribute to
the overall rainfall accumulation, such as frontal
systems and tropical cyclones. Changma changes

➊

➋

(Source : KMA)

❶ Schematic of atmospheric conditions during Changma,
❷ Temporal evolution of summer mean (from June to August)
rainfall for Busan and Seoul.
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from year to year in its onset, duration, its ampli-

simplified mathematical equations, which describe

tude, and occurrence of rainfall extremes.

certain aspects of the atmospheric circulation, very

However, there are exceptions to this gener-

Changma accounts for 30% of the annual rain-

similar initial conditions can generate widely vary-

al concept of chaotic variability. For instance, the

fall on the Korean peninsula. Given the high-

ing solutions after some time. The finding, often-

naturally occurring climate phenomena such as El

ly variable nature of Changma and its importance

times referred to as the “Butterfly effect”, marks

Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Inter-

for society, it is paramount to determine why it

the beginning of chaos theory. The Butterfly effect

decadal Pacific Oscillation(IPO) influence the

has changed in the past and whether greenhouse

(which has nothing to do with real butterflies) is

global atmospheric circulation and weather condi-

warming can further alter the character of Korea’s

the reason why the precision of weather forecasts

tions in some regions. Knowledge of the anomalous

main freshwater resource.

drops quickly after several days and why accurate

and slowly evolving ocean temperatures there-

weather forecasting beyond 2 weeks is virtual-

fore can create additional predictability of rainfall,

Understanding the

ly impossible. Even with all satellite data, weather

which extends far beyond the timescale of weather

role of Butterfly Effect

balloons, and atmospheric ground measurements

forecasts.

ing, duration, and amplitude.

available, we simply do not know the atmospherTo understand the processes that generate year-

ic state accurately enough to move far beyond this

Aleph simulates the

to-year fluctuations in Changma, we first need to

prediction horizon for weather. The determinis-

anthropogenic impact on

introduce a basic concept of atmospheric variability

tic chaos of the atmosphere creates a high level of

– deterministic chaos. In the early 1960s Edward

natural atmospheric fluctuations, which strongly

Lorenz and Barry Saltzman discovered that in

impact the variability of Changma in terms of tim-

Illustration of the “Butterfly effect” in a complex earth
system model. Difference of simulated atmospheric
pressure over Antarctica between two different
simulations which start from almost identical initial
conditions (initial temperature error 10 -14℃). The
atmospheric trajectories diverge exponentially, until they
eventually decorrelate completely. Atmospheric internal
dynamics are strongly governed by deterministic chaos.
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Korean summer climates

In addition to the effect of slowly varying ocean

ings include astronomical factors (e.g. Milanković
cycles), volcanic and anthropogenic aerosol emissions, and the emissions of greenhouse gases due
to industrialization since the late 19th Century.
To determine how Changma will respond to

95%

median

5%

95%

m
ed
ia
n

infrared radiation and temperatures. Such forc-

➋
Temperature JJA, LENS(Celsius)

atmospheric state through their effect on solar and

➊
Rainfall JJA, LENS(mm/day

temperatures, external forcings can impact the

5%

anthropogenic climate change, IBS Center for Climate Physics(ICCP) scientists conducted supercomputer climate model simulations using the
Community Earth System Model in various configurations. One set-up uses an extremely high

time years(CE)

time years(CE)

Summer seasonal mean rainfall ❶ and temperature ❷ for South Korea simulated by 100-member CESM large ensemble
simulation conducted on IBS/ICCP supercomputer Aleph. The range of blue ❶ and orange ❷ circles for each year represents the
natural variability of Changma and temperatures over Korea, respectively; changes in the red line during the 21st century highlight
the anthropogenic effect. Rainfall over Korea has a much lower human signal to natural variability ratio than temperatures ❷. This
means detecting anthropogenic changes in Changma from observations is very difficult.

spatial resolution (25km resolution in the atmosphere, 10km in the ocean), which allows for the

on regional temperatures is already detectable

years. In other areas of the East Asian summer

representation of small-scale processes, such as

against the natural variability level.

monsoon system, the simulated future changes

tropical cyclones, ocean eddies, costal upwell-

Unlike temperature data, anthropogenic

will be even larger as shown by ICCP professor HA

ing, mountain ranges; another set-up uses a lower

changes in mean summer rain and monsoon dura-

Kyung Ja and her team1). In a recent study, ICCP

resolution (~100km) but runs 100 realizations of

tion will be very difficult to detect from observa-

researchers Dr. CHU Jung Eun and Dr. LEE Sun

the climate system from pre-industrial condi-

tional data, given the large natural year-to-year

Seon found that extreme rainfall from landfall-

tions to 2100 CE using a high-end greenhouse gas

variability of rainfall over Korea, which is partly

ing tropical cyclones will also increase in future2).

emission scenario. The advantage of running a

due to the Butterfly effect mentioned above. Only a

All of these effects can further increase the risk of

global warming model 100 times rather than just

persistent increase in extreme rainfall events could

extreme flooding for South Korea, particularly in

once is that it allows for a proper estimation of

be interpreted as a global warming signal.

the second late-summer Changma period. These

changes in extreme values and the entire proba-

When focusing on summer mean rainfall over

results emphasize the urgent need to re-evaluate

bility distribution of key climate variables, such as

the Korean Peninsula, the anthropogenic signal is

whether existing infrastructures, such as bridges,

summer rainfall over Korea.

not very apparent. However, when considering the

which are regularly exposed to flooding can with-

These simulations showed that the mean year-

daily summer rainfall extremes, the conclusions

stand stronger rainfall extremes in future.

to-year Changma variability can be very large,

change considerably. A warmer atmosphere can

ICCP researchers strive to provide a com-

with deviations of up to 50% of the mean value.

hold more moisture, which means that if it rains in

prehensive understanding of Changma and its

The anthropogenic influence on the total rain-

the future, more water will be available which can

response to past and future forcings, by combining

fall over the next 80 years was projected to be only

cause stronger individual rainfall events, down-

supercomputing, theoretical models, speleothem

about 5~10%. This means that the occurrence of

pours, and subseguent flooding. The importance

science and statistical analysis.

a single strong (even record-breaking) Changma

of this process can be seen in the increase in the

years does not necessarily mean they were caused

amplitude of extreme daily rainfall events over

by global warming. In contrast to rainfall over

Korea simulated by the 100-member model sim-

Korea, projected summer temperatures exhibit a

ulations. According to the model simulations, the

much higher anthropogenic signal to natural noise

amplitude of very rare and extreme rainfall events

ratio, implying that the global warming impact

will intensify by about 20~30% over the next 80

References 1) K. J. Ha, S. Moon, A. Timmermann, D. Kim,
Future Changes of Summer Monsoon Characteristics and
Evaporative Demand Over Asia in CMIP6 Simulations. Geophysical Research Letters 47, (2020).
2) J. E. Chu, S. S. Lee, A. Timmermann, C. Wengel, M. F.
Stuecker, R. Yamaguchi, Reduced tropical cyclone densities
and ocean effects due to anthropogenic greenhouse warming.
Science Advances 6, (2020).
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Reconstructing Plaeo-Climate
of Korean Peninsula with
Water Isotopes

Nitesh SINHA

Climate research is often associated with study-

Northwest Asia-Pacific region, Australia, North

ICCP Research Fellow

ing weather factors such as temperature or humid-

America, South America, West Africa, and South

ity. This is the case when examining the “present”

Africa. Korea belongs to the East Asian monsoon

climate, but it is no easy task to find traces of the

region. The East Asian monsoon is characterized by

weather of the past. Scientists must not only ana-

seasonal winds blowing from the southeast accom-

lyze the ground but also search underground for

panied by heavy rainfall in summer and dry winds

even the tiniest traces of evidence. Postdoc research

blowing from the northwest in winter.

KIM Hyuna
ICCP Student Researcher

fellow Nitesh SINHA at IBS Center for Climate

Information on the East Asian monsoon can be

Physics (ICCP) and student researcher KIM Hyuna

found in historical documents, but it has also exist-

are a part of this endeavor to piece together micro-

ed for so long that its traces remain in deposits dat-

scopic evidence to reconstruct the past climate of the

ing all the way back to 145 million years ago1). How-

Korean Peninsula.

ever, the East Asian monsoon did not always exhibit
the same pattern of being humid in summer and

Coming All the Way from India to Study the

dry in winter. In fact, the monsoon halted for some

Ancient Climate of the Korean Peninsula

time during the end of the Cretaceous period and
later emerged as a “super monsoon”, a much stron-

References 1) Alex Farnsworth, Daniel J. Lunt, Stuart A. Robinson, Paul J. Valdes, William H. G. Roberts, Peter D. Clift, Paul
Markwick, Tao Su, Neil Wrobel, Fran Bragg, Sarah-Jane Kelland and Richard D. Pancost, Past East Asian monsoon evolution controlled by paleogeography, not CO2, Science Advances(2019), 5, 10, eaax1697.
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One of the major research topics of ICCP is to recon-

ger version of today’s monsoon, approximately 5

struct the ancient monsoon of East Asia. Monsoon

million years ago. As such, it is important to iden-

refers to a weather phenomenon of seasonal change

tify the cause and trends of the East Asian monsoon

in wind direction and precipitation. The monsoon

to understand the climate of Korea and predict the

weather of India and Southeast Asia, consisting of

long-term future climate. This is the reason why

a distinctive rainy phase and dry phase, is gener-

ICCP is focusing on the ancient climate of the Kore-

ally known to the public. Monsoons are global phe-

an Peninsula.

nomena: they are observed in India, East Asia, the

“The key to research in ancient climate is going
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beyond simply finding out what the climate was like

cal location. The climate information contained in

in the past and connecting the past and the pres-

Korean Caves is well-organized, and the research is

ent,” said research fellow Nitesh SINHA. The objec-

in the beginning stage. The region gives me a strong

tive is to obtain a big picture by connecting bits of

scholastic motivation for research.”

information. If regularity, like numerical progres-

Korea is known to have at least 1,000 limestone

sion in mathematics, can be identified, it can be

caves. Various geological structures found in lime-

indicative of future trends also.

stone caves are formed by water circulation over an

“The climate information
contained in Korean Caves
is well-organized, and the

extended period of time. Limestone caves are creLimestone Caves of the Korean

ated when underground water containing dissolved

Peninsula Containing the Secrets of the East

carbon dioxide passes through a limestone layer and

Asian Monsoon

research is in the beginning
stage. The region gives me

dissolves adjacent bedrock. Limestone is mainly
composed of calcium carbonate. When underground

Research fellow Nitesh SINHA came to Korea

water containing dissolved calcium carbonate drops

a strong scholastic motivation

for the first time in 2019. Since 2013, he has been

from a cave ceiling, the water and carbon dioxide

for research”

a leading expert in climate research using cave

evaporate and leave behind deposits of calcium car-

deposits. While he started his research in India, he

bonate. This results in the formation of structures

gradually became more interested in the East Asian

such as stalactites and stalagmites. Having been

monsoon.

created over an enormously long time, these struc-

Located in the eastern area of the Eurasian continent, East Asia consists of Korea, China, Japan,

IBS Research

dissected.

Taiwan, and Mongolia. Most East Asia climate

Research fellow Nitesh SINHA’s particular

researchers would prioritize studying China, the

area of focus is the sequential build-up of “oxy-

largest country in the region. However, Nitesh

gen isotopes” found in these cave deposits. Oxy-

SINHA chose to come to Korea.

26

tures exhibit microlayers that become visible when

gen, atomic number 8, has isotopes with different

According to Nitesh SINHA, “Cave

masses. The oxygen isotope of interest for climate

deposits in Korea exhibit past infor-

research is the one with mass number 18. As these

mation on East Asian Monsoon

isotopes have different mass numbers, the ratio

better than those in China. China is

of 18O to 16O (δ18O) slightly varies depending on the

inevitably influenced by the Indi-

climate of the time. For example, when the average

an monsoon due to its geologi-

temperature increase, the concentration of δ18O on

K-WIN Project: Gathering More Data with the Help of Citizens
18

If it is possible to identify past δ O using cave deposits,

these citizens are students. Among the high schools

18

that applied for participation nationwide, nine were

answer is simple. The most accurate way is to analyze

selected, including Incheon Academy of Science and

ⓒJejujeil high school

how can the present δ O level be measured? The

18

the present rainfall. In particular, as δ O exhibits slightly
18

different features depending on region, obtaining δ O
data from a variety of regions will help facilitate a more
accurate interpretation of past data.
GNIP (Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation)
is a network for compiling precipitation isotope data

Arts and Sangji Girls’ High School. These participating
high schools collect rain samples each month using
specially designed precipitation collection devices

2020. Student researcher KIM Hyuna is assisting in

and send them to ICCP. The collected samples will be

this process of obtaining precipitation isotope data via

analyzed and are expected to contribute to revealing

the K-WIN (Korea-Water Isotope Network) Project.

the precipitation features of the Korean Peninsula in

18

under IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency). The

“K-WIN Project aims to identify δ O of multiple

network registers precipitation isotope data from all

regions across the nation, rather than focusing on one

Student researcher Kim said, “We are preparing an

over the world and allows member countries to use the

region. We are still in the early stages and thus have

activity log and lecture materials to help the students

data freely. In Korea, the precipitation isotope data of

yet to gather enough data to be registered with GNIP.

have fun while participating,” adding that “This project

the Pohang area from 1961 to 1976 and of the Cheongju

However, over time, this project will help us figure out

will be of a great help in figuring out the nationwide

area from 1998 to 2016 have been registered.

seasonal changes and regional differences.”

distribution of water isotopes for the short-term, and in

Currently, the precipitation isotope data of the Busan

Citizens are also taking part in this effort to collect

area have been registered by ICCP since September

precipitation data from across the nation. In fact,

land increases, whereas a decrease in temperature

“By observing the flow of rainfall, you can find

leads to an increased concentration of δ18O in the

out where to look for δ18O. Glaciers made of snow

ocean. This suggests that by studying the years

layers are a good source of information on δ18O.”

the near future.

fundamentally understanding the climate of the Korean
Peninsula over the long-term.”

ice core sample requires traveling all the way to the
Arctic or Antarctic.”
Over the next seven years, ICCP plans to col-

of stalactite layer formation and the δ18O better to

If snow remains unfrozen and is layered over a

lect and analyze cave deposits to reconstruct the

remove through a detailed analysis, it is possible to

long period of time, it is compressed by the weight of

ancient climate of the Korean Peninsula. The Cen-

obtain a general picture of the past climate.

the upper layers, turning it into hard ice. This is how

ter expects to analyze δ18O to identify the influence

glaciers are formed in cold regions. If dissected ver-

of long-term changes such as Milankovitch cycles★

Reconstructing What Occurred in East Asia

tically, a glacier ice core can reveal the traces of lay-

on the Korean Peninsula.

with Higher Resolution Than Glacier Samples

ering just as a stalagmite does. For this reason, ice

“It is natural for a scientist to have aspirations to

core samples are often used for studies on past cli-

understand the natural phenomenon,” said research

mates in regions where glaciers are abundant.

fellow Nitesh SINHA. “This project is just begin-

In addition to cave deposits, there are other specimens that offer access to δ18O. While δ18O is identi-

“There are no ice cores in Korea due to its climate

fiable in most specimens created through precipita-

conditions. Apart from that, cave deposits are better

tion, continuity is a major necessary factor. Samples

in terms of the resolution of material. Cave depos-

revealing the passage of time, such as strata built

its are also easier to store and transport than ice

layer by layer over a long time, are highly valued as

core samples. They are also relatively less costly to

research materials.

obtain in terms of labors and funding. Obtaining an

ning, but I have high anticipation for the results.”

Milankovitch cycles★ A theory suggested by Serbian physicist Milutin Milankovitch (1879-1958) referring to three phenomena affecting Earth’s climate: cyclical variations in Earth’s orbital eccentricity (cycle of approximately 100 million years), axial tilt
(cycle of approximately 41,000 years), and precession (cycle of
approximately 21,000 years)
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Racing forward together to
deliver remarkable achievements

A 3-Story Interview
with 3 Experts
from the Research
Solution Center
You can’t do much with just the main character
alone. A story comes to life when there are supporting roles to bring light on the lead. While
not noticeable at first sight, you can never talk
about a movie without them. This is the reason
why various movie festivals celebrate and recognize supporting roles by announcing the ‘best
supporting role awards’ in addition to the ‘best
actor awards’ for the lead roles and ‘best director awards’ for directors in charge of the overall
production. This goes the same for the research
in modern science. Most projects are of massive scale that cannot be managed by a single
researcher. Under the goal of providing the
best possible support to researchers, IBS has
launched the Research Solution Center to better manage high-priced research facilities and
enhance research efficiency.

Senior Technician KIM Hwan,
Senior Technician
RYU Bum Han and
Chief Technician
HEO Mu Young from left.
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The Research Solution Center was launched in

operations in September 2019. The facility can

Environmental conditions of Laboratory Mouse and Rat

May 2020. The Center was created by integrating

accomodate a maximum capacity of 6,000 cages

Temperature Humidity Illumination Ventilation

the research facility teams of IBS, which operated

(30,000 heads) of mice (Mus musculus). The Lab-

independently from one another prior to the inte-

oratory Animal Resource Facility not only cares

the post-experiment status of the animals and

gration, to better support overall research efficien-

and manages laboratory animals but also sup-

whether the experiments were completed in a

cy. It currently operates three sections in the fields

ports the seamless operations of animal experi-

humane manner.”

of laboratory animals, data, and imaging. Each

ment. At times Regularly, it also provides educa-

No matter what rhetoric is used to describe it,

of the sections collaborates with various research

tion and training programs on laboratory animal

ultimately, animal experiment is the process of

centers to support their research initiatives. We met

experiment and welfare to researchers.

using and sacrificing other lives for the advance-

20~
26℃

40~
60%

~30Lux

Noise

Odor

10~15times/
under ammonia
60dB
day
20ppm

Senior Technician KIM Hwan, the manager of

ment of mankind. Therefore, it is crucial to confirm

the Laboratory Animal Resource Facility, over-

whether animal experiment processes were carried

sees the overall operations related to animal pro-

out in an ethical manner. To this end, the managers

Working together end-to-end for

tocol. In general, the word “vet” would remind

at the Laboratory Animal Resource Facility support

thical and successful research

most people of a clinical veterinarian at an ani-

the researchers using various approaches.

with the representative technical experts of each
section to listen to their stories.

Senior Technician KIM Hwan

mal hospital, diagnosing and treating pets.

First, the most critical role is to provide healthy

The Laboratory Animal Resource Facility sup-

“I actually worked as a clinical veterinarian for

laboratory animals. Basically, SPF (Specific Patho-

ports the Research centers for Life Sciences in

about 7 years. While working at my former job, I

gen Free) facilities are operated to prevent and

IBS, and it started its comprehensive support

came across laboratory animals, which is how I

manage pathogenic infection incidents that can

became attracted to the various fields of research.

affect experiments. IBS further divided the facili-

Now, I am working as a laboratory animal vet.”

ties in detail. With the three SPF zones at the cen-

Senior Technician Kim told us that it was

ter, the facilities were divided into the breeding

interesting to provide advice on the health and

zones with stricter infection controls and the Semi-

welfare of laboratory animals. The diverse fields

SPF zone, which screens access by implementing

of research relating to lab animals are another

relatively relaxed controls. Different access rules

point of interest. Ever since becoming a lab ani-

were applied to each zone to restrict access by the

mal vet, he not only looks after the health of the

intended purpose of experiments, thereby mini-

animals but also follows them wherever they go

mizing the risks of infections.

from the start of the research to its completion.

Second, the laboratory animals are checked and

“It does not just end after provision of the

managed throughout an appropriate research pro-

lab animals for research. We have to check on

cess from the start to the interim and final stages of
the research, in compliance with the guidelines on
laboratory animals issued by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).
“Animal protocol need to be prepared and submitted for review and approval by the IACUC to
carry out animal experiments. Once the experiments start, it is also my duty to check on whether the experiments are progressed according to the
approved animal protocol and whether the ani-
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mals are excessively suffering in the process of the

Would it be possible to produce laboratory ani-

the sound alone, you could only guess what kind of

experiments. It is also important to recommend the

mals within the facility on top of the ongoing pro-

complex operations the supercomputer was work-

timing for the humane endpoint of experiments.”

curement and management of animals generally

ing on.

The timing for humane endpoint of an experi-

requested by the researchers? The full-time veter-

The Data Section of the Research Solution Cen-

ment refers to the point in time when it is appro-

inarian Kim answered that they will be able to fur-

ter recommends and provides various computa-

priate to quickly perform euthanasia to reduce

ther develop the currently ongoing supply of mice

tional resources, including Aleph, that are required

the pain and distress caused, rather than con-

by leveraging established IBS know-how.

for performing research. Chief Technician Heo

tinuing with the experiments until the death of

“IBS is a research institution established for the

first joined the Center for Climate Physics back in

the animals, other than in special circumstanc-

development of basic sciences. It might be able to

2017 and started working on the management of

es. This is recommended when the health state of

supply mice specialized for the fields of neurosci-

Aleph since its introduction.

the animals deteriorates, such as when they lose

ence, gene editing, or protein communication to

their appetite, activity, or show sudden decreases

other institutions.”

tical Physics using Simulations. When I came to

in body weight.
Lastly, when not involved in an experiment,
the animals need to be provided with an adequate

“I originally majored in computational Statis-

work at the Center for Climate Physics, there were

Supporting research with just the right

not enough computers to carry out research. While

customized computing system

building the computing resources by myself, I came

environment to ensure their comfort. For example,

Chief Technician HEO Mu Young

to realize my new, unexpected potential.”

a maximum of 5 mice are to be housed in a single

‘Whirrrrrrrrrr-’

cage. The temperature, humidity, and lighting as

The noise coming from the computer room

not simply refer to hardware like Aleph. All ele-

well as noise and odor levels are strictly managed

housing the supercomputer ‘Aleph’ was very loud.

ments required when working on a computer,

within normal range. At times, the stress lev-

Chief Technician HEO explained that it was the

including research software and computing time,

els are also reduced by introducing environmental

sound of the cooling fans running to dissipate the

are expressed as ‘resources.’ In modern scientif-

enrichment programs, such as through providing

heat produced by Aleph.

ic research, computing resources are core research

When we refer to computing resources, it does

“In a typical computer room, you would see as

facilities that we cannot do without. In particular,

The Laboratory Animal Resource Facility also

many as 40 nodes for each rack. However, there

the researchers crave access to supercomputers,

spares no effort in collaborating with other research

are 192 nodes for Aleph. As it features a high

which can perform enormous numbers of calcula-

centers to ensure successful research achievements.

degree of integration, it is vital to control the

Currently, the center that is most actively engaged

amount of heat that is produced. We

“Researchers in material science

in animal protocol is the Center for Cognition and

use a liquid cooling system instead of

want to calculate the electron shell

Sociality. As the centers share close working rela-

generic coolers.”

structures by utilizing approach-

cotton, nesting sheet, wooden toys.

tionships, regular steering committee meet-

The liquid-type cooling system

tions in an instant.

es based on quantum physics. The

ings are held to understand the needs of the cen-

functions initially with the cool-

field of molecular biology requires

ters. There are also plans to diversify the laboratory

ant absorbing the heat, and

animal species in line with the requirements of the

then with the heated liq-

researchers. The facility, while only managing mice

uid being cooled by radi-

tual setting. Comput-

currently, plans to introduce rats (Rattus novegicus)

ators. This type is gen-

ers can also calculate

within this year. Unlike the mice, which weigh a

erally known to generate

how synthetic organ-

mere 20~25g, the rat (300g) is widely used in basic

little noise, but it was still

ic matter will react.

research, experiments that require surgical opera-

difficult to continue with

In other parts of the

tions, or in diabetic models.

our conversation. Based on

simulation of various protein structures in the vir-
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available resources to best support their work.
“South Korea already has numerous talented researchers. It is my goal to at least ensure that
these researchers are not prevented from being able
to conduct their desired research due to the lack of
facilities (computer resources).”

Creating a competitive edge with cryo-EM, keeping
up with ever-changing technological trends


Senior Technician RYU Bum Han

world, supercomputers are also used for the model-

computing resources that are fit for different cir-

The research methodology paradigm has dramat-

ing of galaxies based on theories of cosmology.”

cumstances. Olaf required an investment of

ically changed in the last few years in the field of

IBS’s Aleph is mainly used for research on cli-

about KRW 1.2 billion, while the storage for stor-

structural biology. While protein crystal struc-

mate science. With its superhigh-resolution sim-

ing research data cost about KRW 1.3 billion. The

tures were analyzed by X-ray diffraction using the

ulations, climate prediction models are creat-

stored research data will be gradually collat-

radiation accelerator previously, the contempo-

ed to forecast the climates of the past, present, and

ed with curations and is expected to be provided to

rary approach identifies the protein structures by

future. Others, including the Center for Relativistic

researchers for joint utilization.

using the images obtained from cryogenic electron

Laser Science, the Center for Theoretical Physics of
Complex Systems, the Center for Integrated Nano-

They also have a bigger plan, with a second
supercomputer to follow Aleph.

microscopy (“cryo-EM”).
Cryo-EM research methodology also played the

structure Physics, and the Center for Multidimen-

“The typical lifespan of a computer is presumed

main role in winning the 2017 Nobel Prize in Chem-

sional Carbon Materials, also frequently use Aleph

to be around 5 years. This is because you can buy

istry. Aqueous solutions containing dissolved pro-

in carrying out their research.

a new system with identical performance for the

teins are frozen by cooling them to cryogenic tem-

The Data Section features more than just Aleph.

same price as the maintenance costs of the original

peratures, and electron microscopes are used to

They also have ‘Olaf’, which was introduced in

installation after 5 years. In 2023, it will be 5 years

observe the structures of the proteins in their phys-

2020. Olaf is the big data analysis hub, which can

since Aleph started operations. At that point, we

iological states. Senior Technician RYU Bum Han

simultaneously perform numerous simple calcula-

plan to install a second supercomputer with about

serves as the support expert who takes the imag-

tions in an instant. It plays a vital role in the anal-

10 times the performance of Aleph.”

es of protein samples using the cryo-TEM located at

ysis of image data, which will be described in the
next chapter.

Chief Technician Heo tipped us off on how he

the IBS and reconstructs their 3-D structures.

wanted to introduce a new supercomputer begin-

“Cryo-EM is advancing at an exceptional speed.

“The required facilities may change depend-

ning in the third year since the introduction of

As we are applying the latest technologies devel-

ing on what kind of calculations are to be per-

Aleph. The reason was that it was quite complicated

oped overseas to the facilities at IBS, there are

formed in the research. Complicated calculations,

to port the research software and data every time

already other new technologies being developed at

such as those performed in the climate models,

a new system comes in. The 3-year cycle intro-

the same time.”

require supercomputers with densely integrat-

duction is a method typically used in the US, where

Senior Technician Ryu shook his head as he

ed CPUs. On the other hand, GPUs are needed to

they run both the old and new systems simultane-

spoke about the speed of development in the field.

perform quick simple calculations in large quan-

ously for a 2- to 3-year period and slowly migrate

IBS brought in the 200kV and 300kV cryo-TEM

tities. Sometimes, memory is critical when you

the internal data in a systematic manner.

facilities back in March and September of 2020,

wish to perform analysis of big data.”
IBS also makes decisive investments to build
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Despite all of these variables, Chief Techni-

respectively. In particular, the detector of the

cian Heo works closely with researchers with all the

300kV cryo-TEM features CDS (correlative dou-

ble sampling) technology. This is the technolo-

Max Planck Institute gave him the opportuni-

damage. Strong electron beams cannot be used to

gy that creates images with improved signal-to-

ty. Considering that three Nobel Prizes in Chem-

obtain high-resolution images as in general mate-

noise ratios by quickly comparing the images in

istry were awarded in 2017 for the researchers’

rial sciences. The key here is to optimize the level

succession and filtering out the unnecessary data

contributions in the development of the cryo-EM

of exposure to electron beam the electron beam

from the essential data. This was a technology with

research methodology, Ryu was introduced to the

so as to avoid serious protein denaturation during

shortcomings for practical applications at the time

field of cryo-EM rather quickly.

imaging. Thousands to tens of thousands of imag-

of the facility’s installation, which has now become

Let us briefly have a look at the process of

es are taken to overcome the noise generated due to

operational in just a few months’ time. The real-

obtaining a 3-dimensional protein structure with a

the weak energy level of the beams. These imag-

time pre-processing system has also become com-

cryo-EM. First, the researchers bring in prepared

es are then processed with computer programs

mon during the installation of cryo-TEM equip-

samples of proteins or cells. This is where the job

and reconstructed from 2-dimensional imag-

ment. For that reason, Senior Technician Ryu had

begins for Senior Technician Ryu.

es rich with noise to high-resolution 3-dimension-

to remain fully engaged day and night to apply and
verify the new technologies.

These samples are frozen using plunge freezer,
and this process is so called vitrification. The spec-

al structure models. Olaf, introduced in the previous chapter, performs this very function.

“It is really enjoyable to apply new equipment

imen is vitrified to prevent the undesired forma-

References were made to various internation-

or technology and deliver results faster than

tion of ice crystals from the protein solutions. Then,

al facilities to set up world-class research facil-

anyone. I feel like I am doing my job because I’m

images are taken with the transmission electron

ities. NECEN, recognized as the national elec-

interested in all of this personally, but it can also

microscope. While it may sound very simple and

tronic microscopy center of the Netherlands, and

really help other people (researchers) as a result.”

easy, proteins are very vulnerable to electron beam

OIST, the research institution located in Okinawa

When asked if he was having fun at work,

of Japan, were used as benchmarks. The EM Cen-

Senior Technician Ryu replied with a quick smile,

ter of the Diamond Radiation Accelerator Facili-

mentioning that it was an advantage to have

ty in England(eBIC: Electron Bio-Imaging Centre)

a job that didn’t depend on research outcomes,

was also referenced for optimizing the energy fil-

unlike other researchers.

ter of direct electron detector (the BioQuantum K3

Senior Technician Ryu did not start with

Imaging Filter), which has a low supply rate due to

cryo-EM at first. Back in 2015, during his doc-

its high price. The Diamond Light Source is a syn-

toral studies, he was selected for an overseas

chrotron constructed in 2007 and the largest basic

training program hosted by NRF-DAAD.

sciences facility in England.

Receiving training at the Department
of Biochemistry at the German

Supported by such passion, Ryu has completed
imaging processes for more than 60 samples since
the launch of the pilot services in November 2020.
In the second half of 2021, the facility will officially start to provide the services based on the knowhow accumulated during the pilot service period.
Senior Technician Ryu commented, “There have
been many cases where our talented researchers lost
out to international researchers, due to the lack of
human resources and physical infrastructure,” and
added that “I hope there will be sufficient support to
prevent such unfortunate incidents in the future.”
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Into the IBS

Scientists will now be able to control chemical reac-

Center for Catalytic
Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations

Modulating
molecular
reactivity with
an electrode
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tional groups.

tions more easily. A research team led by Dr. BAIK

In 1937, American Chemist L. P. Hammett first

Muhyun, Associate Director of the Center for Cata-

represented the effect of a functional group on the

lytic Hydrocarbon Functionalizations, conducted a

equilibrium and the rate of a chemical reaction as a

joint research study with a team led by HAN Sang-

constant (σ). The Hammett equation quantifies the

woo, a professor of the Department of Chemistry at the

electronic effect a functional group has on a mole-

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology,

cule.

to discover a versatile “universal functional group” that

For example, as seen in the figure on the right, the

modulates the reactivity of a molecule by applying dif-

electron-withdrawing effect of the nitro group (-NO2,

ferent voltages.

marked in deep blue) is 0.78 and that of the chloro

In organic chemistry, a functional group is a moiety

group (-Cl, marked in sky blue) is 0.23.

in a molecule that changes its molecular characteris-

Hammett’s equation has been widely used for more

tics, determining the electronic properties of an organ-

than 80 years to better understand chemical reac-

ic compound by either donating or accepting elec-

tions. However, it is difficult to fine-tune a molecule’

trons. To name a few, the hydroxyl group (–OH) of

s electronic properties since a functional group can

ethanol (C2H5OH) and the carbonyl group (-CO-) of

endow only a specific electronic effect. It is also inef-

acetone (CH3-COCH3) are good examples of func-

ficient in that synthesis of complex molecules requires

Researchers successfully controlled the
electronic properties of a molecule attached
to an electrode by applying voltage. Positive
voltage reduces the electron density of
the reaction site, while negative voltage
increases it. This is a schematic diagram of a
universal functional group.

Traditional vs universal functional groups
Various kinds of traditional functional groups
Hammet substituent constant

electrondonating
group

electronwithdrawing
group

-0.83

-0.37 -0.27 -0.17 0.00

0.23

0.45 0.54

0.78

functional group
voltage

universal functional group

voltage

no
occurrence
of oxidation/
conversion

electron-donating group

electron-withdrawing group

multiple steps, since different functional groups are

tron density distribution of the molecule exhibits subtle

required for each reaction.

changes, altering its electronic properties. Functional

The researchers confirmed that the application of

The research team altered the electronic proper-

groups, based on their electronic properties, are clas-

voltage on an electrode can make a functional group

ties of a molecule by applying a voltage to modulate

sified into electron donors and electron acceptors. The

exhibit a wide range of properties, thereby discover-

its reactivity, such as its chemical reaction rate. The

former increases electron density at the reaction site

ing the concept of the universal functional group. Such

researchers put forward a novel idea that an electrode

by donating electrons while the latter decreases it by

a feat was possible because they were able to think

could replace multiple functional groups, serving as a

withdrawing electrons.

outside the box of a functional group having just one

substitute.

Functional groups play a significant role in deter-

density).

electronic effect.

If molecular reactivity can be controlled by adjusting

mining molecular reactivity due to their inductive effect.

The discovery was welcomed as an achieve-

the voltage applied onto an electrode, the convention-

As each functional group has a specific property, the

ment that could potentially bring about innovation in

al cumbersome synthesis methods that require a vari-

intended chemical reaction can be obtained with the

both chemistry research and related industries and

ety of different functional groups could be significantly

right functional group.

is expected to revolutionize conventional chemical

streamlined.

Observation of changes in molecular electronic

experiment methods.

The team finally came up with a multi-purpose

properties with different voltages shows that the appli-

Dr. Baik who led the research won the 2021

functional group dubbed a “universal functional

cation of negative voltage on the electrode increases

POSCO TJ Park Prize in March. The POSCO TJ Park

group” by attaching a gold electrode onto a molecule.

the number of electrons (increasing electron density)

Foundation commended him for a “novel discovery

When applying a voltage to the electrode, the elec-

and positive voltage decreases it (decreasing electron

significant enough to rewrite chemistry textbooks.
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A new system for chemical
reactions was developed by
stacking different liquids in a
rotating cylindrical container.

Center for Soft &
Living Matter

Spinning to
simplify complicated chemical
processes
A team led by Dr. Bartosz Grzybowski, Group Leader

paratively simpler. Mixing or transferring reagents is

of ㎛ (micrometer, 1㎛ = one-millionth of a meter) can

of the IBS Center for Soft and Living Matter, developed

relatively easier as well. The main upside is that key

remain stable. Reagents in the liquids slowly diffuse to

a system that can streamline a complicated chemical

system parameters of the rotational speed and the

neighboring layers. This diffusion is a very slow pro-

synthesis process with just one reactor.

thickness of liquid layers can be adjusted during rota-

cess, but it can be sped up by changing the rotation-

tion.

al speed regularly. The reaction can also be further

The cylindrical container in the picture above is
rotating with different liquids inside. In the contain-

With this novel system, a reaction process can be

facilitated by mixing the liquid layers. It is also possi-

er, different liquids, both transparent and dyed in dif-

fine-tuned. Adjusting the time and speed of the liquid

ble to separate adjacent liquids based on the liquid’

ferent colors, are alternately stacked in layers. When

being mixed and transferring the reagents by chang-

s properties. Being able to adjust the rotation speed

the container spins fast, liquids with higher density

ing the thickness of liquid layers, for example, are all

and liquid layer’s thickness, two key parameters of

tend to move outward because of centrifugal force. As

possible. For the system to work, however, liquid and

synthesis, during rotation is the system’s greatest

a result, the heaviest liquid is placed in the outermost

density sequences should be designed in line with

advantage. This method enables detailed control by

layer.

intended reagents and synthesis processes.

adjusting the time and speed of liquids being mixed

In general, up until now compound synthesis pro-

When the system is automated and commer-

cesses have been manually handled except for a

cialized, it will help significantly reduce the time and

Using this system, the team was able to synthesize

large-scale process designed for a specific material

costs required for rare metal extraction and small-

complex molecules such as phenacetin, diloxanide,

such as at a petrochemical plant, resulting in time and

scale chemical syntheses. Also, scientists will be able

and phenylalanine, which resulted inthe remov-

yield constraints.

to transfer or separate reagents in the process and,

al of complicated steps and shortened the synthe-

therefore, sequentially modulate chemical reactions as

sis time by carrying out the entire procedures in just

liquids will be used as a chemical reactor.

one container. They also demonstrated that bacte-

Researchers have shown a great interest in automating complex chemical processes. Conventionally,

and their movement.

two systems were used to process multi-step chemi-

Being able to fine-tune mixing, separating, and

ria or nanoparticles that are bigger than molecules can

cal synthesis. Having compounds go through the col-

extracting reagents in one reactor is akin to having a

also be controlled in rotating liquids. “You can adjust

lection of multiple flasks and valves that are mechan-

new chemical platform. This research was published

with ease all the key parameters affecting a synthe-

ically interconnected represents one approach while

in Nature, the world’s most influential scientific journal,

sis process,” said Olgierd Cybulski, a co-first author

controlling the flow of liquids in pipes connected to

in October 2020.

of the research. “The system is expected to be wide-

microfluidic chips represents the other.

Inside a rotating cylindrical container, about 20 liq-

ly used since we can extract compounds that are dif-

When compared with existing methods, inject-

uids can be individually loaded in layers starting from

ficult to extract with conventional methods by adjusting

ing liquids into a rotating cylindrical container is com-

the center. Theoretically, liquid layers as thin as tens

the interaction between liquid layers,” he added.
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Center for Genomic
Integrity

Shedding light
on Hematopoietic
Stem Cell
formation
Pixabay

The mechanism behind hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)

expression by regulating DNA strands to replicate

The researchers randomly mutagenized zebrafish

formation was discovered. A team led by Dr. LEE

DNA’s genetic information or by reading genetic infor-

DNAs to create a model with hematopoietic defects.

Yoonsung, Section Head of the Molecular Genet-

mation to make proteins. Histone chaperone pro-

The analysis outcomes of next-generation sequenc-

ics Section of the IBS Center for Genomic Integri-

teins regulate the process of histones regulating DNA

ing, a technology that enables rapid sequencing of the

ty, conducted a joint research study with a team from

strands, inhibiting aggregation of histones, and pre-

entire genome, showed that supt16h mutants cannot

the University of California San Diego and found that

vent DNA strand entanglement.

perform the role of normal supt16h protein. This means

supt16h, one of the histone chaperone proteins, is
required for HSC formation.
Blood cells are an umbrella term for white blood

If the process goes awry, loss of genetic information
or gene overexpression could occur, potentially leading to cancers.

that supt16h plays a crucial role in specifying HSCs.
Furthermore, the team confirmed that a lack of
supt16h in the body disrupts a signaling system indis-

cells, red blood cells, and platelets. They are respon-

The research team set out to find a new gene

sible for the immune system and the oxygen supply in

responsible for HSC formation. To this end, the zebraf-

the body, and it is HSCs that give rise to blood cells.

ish (Danio rerio) was selected as an experimental

The signaling system which is affected by subt16h

HSCs of vertebrates are known to be derived from the

model. The fish is a tropical fish about 5cm long, and

is called “Notch signaling”. When subt16h fails to func-

aortic endothelium during embryonic development.

it has black stripes just like a zebra. The fish is con-

tion properly, a tumor suppressor called p53 becomes

However, different genes and their functions involved

sidered a good model because it shares more than

overexpressed. This in turn activates phc1, which is a

in this process remain unclear.

85% of the genome with humans and survives well

gene suppressing Notch. This reduces the expres-

Histones are proteins that associate with DNA to

in different environments. It is also suitable for diverse

sion of Notch genes that are vital to cell develop-

generate condensed genome structures and regu-

genetic manipulations and imaging with fluorescence

ment, blocking the formation of HSCs. The mechanism

late DNA functionalization. They are essential in gene

material.

shows that subt16h controls the formation of HSCs by

pensable to the development of nerves, endothelial
cells and blood cells, and organs.

modulating Notch signaling with the tumor-suppressNormal
zebrafish
(WT, top left)
and mutant
zebrafish
without subt16h
(bottom left).
HSCs are
formed in
the top right
but not in the
bottom right.

ing gene p53.
“We expect that the study will contribute to improving not only treatments using HSCs in regenerative medicine but also those for blood disorders such
as leukemia,” said Dr. Lee. The research was published in the international journal Nature Cell Biology in
November 2020.
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Center for Relativistic
Laser Science

A team of researchers led by Dr. NAM Changhee,

Laser is used to observe physical phenomena due

Director of the IBS Center for Relativistic Laser Sci-

to its distinctive properties, which are totally differ-

ence (CoReLS), made history by successfully devel-

ent from those of sunlight. It has become increasing-

oping the world’s most intense laser. The researchers

ly powerful since it was first constructed in the 1960s.

unveiled the planet’s highest intensity laser beam with

Modern laser technology can produce laser power

a focal intensity of 1.1×1023 W/㎠.

equivalent to 10% of the sunlight reaching the entire

With this achievement, laser technology ven-

Breaking the
record for laser
intensity

W(Watt)★
Unit of power equal to one joule of energy per second. W/㎠
refers to power density, which divides the laser beam’s power
by the beam diameter.

A laser beam, amplified in the
previous step, is reflected by a
gold-coated yellow parabolic
mirror with a large diameter to be
concentrated into a small spot.
Then, a camera with an objective
lens (marked in red in the picture)
senses the beam.
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Earth.

tured into the level of 1023 W/㎠, a milestone in explor-

Powerful lasers are utilized in a variety of basic sci-

ing extreme physical phenomena. Such a power-

ence areas. Ultra-intense lasers immediately turn

ful laser generates an exceptionally strong electric

matter into

field. Therefore, scientists will soon be able to experi-

plasma composed of electrons, protons, etc. Plas-

ment with physical phenomena that are only theoreti-

ma, an ionized state where matter is separated into

cally discussed in quantum electrodynamics (QED), a

positively charged nuclei and negatively charged

branch of relativistic quantum field theory describing

electrons, accounts for about 99% of the universe.

the interaction of charged particles and electromag-

Lasers that are powerful enough to make plasma

netic fields.

are used to reproduce the environment of the uni-

Lasers are light waves that travel in phase at the

verse. For example, such astronomical phenomena

same wavelength. If natural light containing different

as supernovas and X-rays from astronomical objects

wavelengths is likened to a marathon where people in

can be reproduced with the help of lasers. That is why

different clothes are running, a laser beam is more like

powerful lasers are attractive as a means of exploring

a military parade marching in a line.

the physics of the universe.

Researchers are monitoring
an amplifier, a part of a laser.

The CoReLS developed a 4-PW (petawatt,

4-PW laser system

1PW=10 15W★) laser system, which was the most
powerful in existence when it was launched in 2016.

Frontend
system

Pulse
Stretcher

OPCPA
Amp

1st Power
Amp

2st Power
Amp

1st Booster
Amp
25Ø⇢65Ø

Its power is roughly equivalent to 1,000 times the

Nd:glass
laser

DM2

world’s electricity generation capacity. A laser’s

ty can be an important criterion in the exploration of

2st Booster
Amp
Nd:glass
laser
EM

intensity measures how small an area the power of
the laser can be focused on. The value of intensi-

65Ø⇢85Ø

WFS1
Camera
(Near field)

DM1

physics.
OAP

Since a team at the University of Michigan achieved

85Ø⇢280Ø
OL
BS

WFS2

the 1022 W/㎠ intensity in 2004, no research team has
Camera

succeeded in reaching the 1023 W/㎠ intensity. Major
Targer chamber

research institutes in the European Union, the United
States, and China are going all out to develop a 1023 W/
㎠ laser system.

Pulse Compressor

The initial beam from the top left laser becomes more intense after going through a series of amplifiers. In this process,
beam expanders gradually expand the beam diameter from 25mm, 65mm, 85mm to 280mm. The amplified laser beam is
compressed by a pulse compressor and then focused by an off-axis parabolic mirror to produce high intensity output.

To develop a high-intensity laser, energy should be
compressed into the smallest spot possible within the

large deformable mirrors were necessary to correct

as a supernova. Here, laser intensity determines how

shortest time possible so that maximum energy can be

the distorted laser beam’s wavefront accurately. The

laser beams interact with matter. Also, such a laser

emitted in an instant. That is why an ultra-intense laser

off-axis parabolic mirror, on the other hand, is used to

system is indispensable in experimentally proving the

beam lasts merely femtoseconds (1fs = 10-15 second).

focus laser beams more efficiently.

phenomena explained by QED theories.

However, focusing a laser beam into a minuscule area

The team finally managed to focus a 4PW laser

Dr. Nam, a corresponding author of the research,

was challenging because of phase distortions that

beam into a 1㎛ diameter spot. The intensity was

noted, “The research demonstrated that IBS’ laser

occur during the process of amplifying and transmit-

enhanced more than two times for the given area

is the world’s most intense. With the laser, we are

ting the beam.

when compared to the previous concentration of

expecting to explore new physical phenomena that

beams into a 1.5㎛ spot.

have been only theoretically explained in QED.”

To address the problem, the CoReLS team
employed deformable mirrors and an off-axis para-

With an ultra-intense laser, scientists can create an

bolic mirror, each of which has a large diameter. The

environment reproducing astronomical events such

The study was published in Optica, an international
journal on optics.
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Center for Theoretical
Physics of Complex Systems

Two ways to
form a topological
state of light

It is remarkable that physical systems which appear

ple interference laws. Two of our recentlypublished

seemingly different can exhibit similar behavior upon

papers have pushed the limits of these analogies,

closer inspection. For example, the wave-parti-

which proposenew ways to make light beams more

cle duality of light has been well characterized over

closely resemble electronic phenomena.

a century, and the Schrodinger equation of quantum

Specifically, we studied how to mimic anoth-

mechanics which governs the time evolution of parti-

er exotic property of electronic materials known as

cles such as electrons can also describe the propa-

topological insulators.The electrons in these system-

gation of light under certain circumstances.

scollectively acquire superpowers including the ability

More recent research in physics has focused on

to pass through barriers and obstructions with ease.

photonic band gaps, which are directly analogous-

Similar photonic topological insulator materials have

to the electronic band gapproperties of materials such

recently been created, but these collective proper-

as conductors, semiconductors, and insulators. This

ties could not be directly reproducedin photons, due

analogybetween optical and electronic systems is not

to wave interference effects. We have proposed two

only fundamentally interesting, but it also inspires the

ways to tame this unwanted interference.

design of new materials and devices. One example is

The first, published in Nature Physics, uses an

the photonic crystals, which are used for anti-reflec-

approach loosely analogous to distillation. Our idea is

tive coatings on surfaces and fiber-optic communi-

to inject an ordinary beam of light into the material, and

cations.

then allow the light waves with higher energy to leak

Inevitably these analogies only hold to a limit-

out, leaving behind only low energy light waves which

ed extent. For example, electrons behaveas charged

would go on to form a topological state. The sec-

particles and repel one another, whereas light beams

ond approach, published in Physical Review Letters,

can be superimposed and typically obey sim-

employs nonlinear optical materials whose properties
can be modified by high-intensity light beams. This
in turn affects the propagation of the light, forming a
nonlinear feedback loop, which we use to mimic the
repulsion between electrons and form the topological
state.
Our novel approaches for creating and observing
topological states of light may be useful as a basis for
future photon-based communications technologies
such as lasers, optical fibers, and integrated optical
circuits.

The similarities between
photonic and electromagnetic
systems are not only
intriguing but also
inspirephotonic analogs of
traditional electronic devices
or materials.
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Special

IBS

An Explosive Issue:
When Decades-Long
Climate Discussions

Emerging ESG★
Trends Cross Paths
The debates over climate change and countermeasures have been taking place for
decades. In a paper published in 1975, William
NORDHAUS, a professor at Yale University,
proposed that inaction on greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions would lead to an increase in
global temperatures of 2.4-4.4℃ compared to
pre-industrial levels. Since then, the international communities and governments around
the world have come up with mitigation and
adaptation strategies to minimize the negative
effects of extreme weather, while researchers
have compiled environment data and conducted vulnerability assessments of climate
change impacts.

Yonhap news

written by KIM Riahn
(Reporter of The Korea Economic Daily,
knra@hankyung.com)

ESG★
ESG commitments comprise a company’s non-financial
elements — Environment, Society, and Governance.
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The international community is rallying around the net-zero transi-

countries, to provide a special report on the changes required to limit

tion. “Net Zero” means that all GHGs emitted by human activities must

global warming to 1.5℃.

be removed from the atmosphere through reduction measures, thus

In the Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5℃, IPCC suggested that

returning the Earth’s net balance to zero. With the climate crisis loom-

“Global net human-caused emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) would need

ing large, on October 28, 2020, South Korea officially joined the ranks

to fall by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching ‘net zero’ around

of major economies pledging to achieve a net-zero future by 2050 with

2050.” IPCC also defined 2℃ as the upper limit of tolerable warming.

associated policy measures.

IPCC’s report led to the adoption of the 2015 Paris Agreement.

The term “Net Zero by 2050” dates back to 2015. At the time, the

The momentum for cutting carbon emissions has continued to build

Conference of the Parties (COP), or the Paris Climate Conference,

after American companies announced their commitments to integrat-

invited the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which

ing ESG (Environment, Society, and Governance) into their business

is a United Nations body composed of climate experts from various

operations in 2019. There is now unequivocal consensus that climate
issues must be addressed by all relevant parties together, including

Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI) 2020
Ranking

Country

governments, academia, businesses, and individuals.

Ranking

Country

The consortium of climate action assessment NGOs, including New

1

-

32

-

Mexico

2

-

33

▼

China

3

-

34

▼

Greece

4

-

Sweden

35

▲

Australia

itoring tool for tracking the mitigation efforts of 57 countries and the
EU. In CCPI 2020, many EU countries, including Sweden in the 4th

Climate Institute and Climate Action Network, publishes the annual
★

CCPI ★
Index designed
to analyze and
compare the climate protection efforts made
by each country,
enhance transparency in international climate
politics and thus
contribute to furthering climate
protection.
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5

▲

Uk

36

▲

Belarus

6

▼

Denmark

37

▼

South Africa

7

▼

Morocco

38

▼

Estonia

8

▲

Norway

39

▲

Ireland

9

▲

Chile

40

▼

Belgium

10

▼

India

41

▼

Spain

11

▼

Finland

42

▲

Turkey

12

▲

Malta

43

▲

Algeria

13

▲

Latvia

44

▲

Bulgaria

14

▲

Switzerland

45

▲

Japan

15

▼

Lithuania

46

▼

Argentina

16

▲

European Union(28)

47

▼

Czech Republic

Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI) , an independent mon-

place, are recognized as high performers in climate action. Given that
no countries have made it into the top three places, Sweden is the de
facto top performer.
Meanwhile, the two economic powerhouses — the US (61st) and
China (33rd) — are assessed as the world’s major contributors to carbon
emissions, but they have made little effort to make noticeable changes to their policies, as they regard climate change merely as a domestic
political or diplomatic issue.

17

▲

Portugal

48

▲

Poland

18

▲

Croatia

49

▼

Cypress

19

▲

Germany

50

▼

Hungary

20

▼

Ukraine

51

▼

Slovenian

21

▼

Luxembourg

52

-

Russian Federation

22

▼

Egypt

53

▲

Korea

23

▼

France

54

▲

Australia

24

▲

Indonesia

55

▼

Kazakhstan

efforts such as phasing out coal-fired power stations by 2023. As a
result, UK GHG emissions fell by an impressive 32% between the 2008

Hosting COP26 UN Climate Change Conference

UK
The UK (5th in the CCPI) enacted the Climate Change Act in 2008, the
first law of its kind in the world, to set legally binding emissions reduction targets. Since then, the country has continued to drive climate
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▼

Brazil

56

▼

Malaysia
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▲

Thailand

57

▲

Taiwan
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▼

Italy

58

▼

Canada

28

▲

New Zealand

59

▼

Iran

29

-

Netherlands

60

-

Saudi Arabia

net-zero target by 2050 based on the recommendation of the Commit-

30

▼

Romania

61

▼

Us

tee on Climate Change. The country vowed to double its Internation-

31

▼

Slovak Republic

ⓒGermanwatch 2020

baseline and 2020.
In 2019, the UK amended the Climate Change Act to introduce a

al Climate Finance to £11.6 billion by 2025. Last year at the height of

the pandemic, the British government announced its “green recovery”

from 1990 levels, it actually decreased emissions by 42%, thus sur-

package, which included a £1-billion program to improve the energy

passing its target by two percentage points.

efficiency of public buildings.
Against this backdrop, at the end of last year, the UK announced,
“The nation will cut its GHG emissions at least 68% by 2030 below 1990

Banning domestic flights

France

levels.” As the host country of the 26th UN Climate Change Conference

France (23rd in the CCPI) has recently established a unique policy. As

(COP26) in Glasgow this coming November, the UK vowed to cut GHG

part of its endeavors to tackle climate change, it has banned domestic

emissions further and faster than any other major economy.

flights on routes that can be traveled in less than two and a half hours
by train. These provisions are set forth in the Climate and Resilience

Enacting the Climate Protection Act

Law, which the French National Assembly has passed and the Senate

Germany

is currently considering. In addition to the restrictions on short-haul

Germany (19th in the CCPI) has been advocating a strong policy to

domestic flights, other measures include a ban on renting out houses

slash carbon emissions and achieve the net-zero goal by 2050. In 2019,

with low energy ratings from 2028 and a requirement for weekly vege-

the German federal government agreed to the Climate Protection Pro-

tarian meals in public school cafeterias.

gram 2030, which aims to cut GHG emissions by 55% compared to 1990

The Act also stipulates the offense of “ecocide”, which would crim-

levels before 2030. Based on the Program, the German Upper House of

inalize and prosecute cases of intentional water, air, or soil pollution.

Parliament enacted the Climate Protection Act in the same year.

The polluters, if found guilty, are responsible for restoring the damage

The nation also decided to apply carbon pricing to the heating and

caused. In March of this year, France also proposed a bill to enshrine

transport sectors. In 2020, it announced the development of hydro-

climate protection in Article 1 of the country’s constitution for the first

gen-related technologies and secure its competitiveness. In addition,

time in the world. The amendment reads, “The state guarantees the

the German Parliament adopted the Coal Phase-Out Act to gradually

preservation of the environment and of biological diversity, and fights

reduce and ultimately end coal-powered electricity generation by 2038.

against climate change.” The bill will be signed into law if it is passed by

The German government has achieved tangible results. While Germany had set a 40%-reduction target for carbon emissions by 2020

the National Assembly and Senate followed by a referendum.

As part of its
fight against
climate change,
France has
recently banned
short-haul
domestic flights
on routes that
can be traveled
in less than two
and a half hours
by train.
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Super Grid★
An electrical
power
transmission
network
connecting
countries with
abundant and
few renewable
energy
resources.

Vowing to fight for climate, belated though

Just taking baby steps

US

South Korea

The US, the world’s leading economic power, has revealed many lim-

South Korea still has a long way to go. Among the Organization for

itations in the fight against climate change, as it deals with its cli-

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) member countries, the

mate response as a political and diplomatic issue. As a result, the nation

nation’s electricity rates for household users are the lowest and a carbon

ranked as the worst performer in the CCPI during the past two years.

tax is yet to be introduced.

Under the Trump administration, the US withdrew from the Paris

In 2016, the Climate Action Tracker (CAT), a British NGO, criticized

Agreement, as it did from the Kyoto Protocol to protect its own indus-

South Korea, calling it a “climate villain that makes no effort to tack-

tries. However, after President Joe Biden took office early this year, he

le climate change.” Indeed, among OECD member countries, it tops the

signed an executive order to rejoin and reinstate the US to the Paris

growth rates of GHG emissions while ranking next to last in the use of

Agreement. At a virtual Climate Summit in April, he officially pledged

renewable energy.

to “slash US GHG emissions 50% to 52% by 2030 from 2005 levels,” heralding changes in its policy.

ments with Action at the municipality level last July and joined the

Changes in NDCs & Comments by Major Economies at Climate Summit
Country

Reduction Type

As-Is
Targets

Baseline

Target
Year

Changes in NDCs & Comments
 o specific new targets
N
 tressing the achievement of the national
S
long-term 3060 net-zero goal
 rguing the principles of shared yet
●A
equal and balanced responsibility as a
prerequisite to tackle climate issues together
●
●

China

CO2 concentrations

60~65%

2005

2030

Absolute
emissions

26~28%

2005

In May of this year, it launched the Presidential Committee on Carbon Neutrality. The Ministry of Environment has announced various
★

measures to achieve the goal such as a Northeast Asian Super Grid

and scaled-up carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS) projects to attain carbon neutrality by 2050. Rep. JANG Hye Young, affil-

2025

impose a tax on the use of fossil fuels as a move to put a price on car-

2030

 8% reduction in GHG by 2035 from 1990
●7
levels
●
Increase of 10% from 2020’s reduction
target (68% cut by 2030 from 1990 levels)
 5% reduction in GHG by 2030 from 1990
5
levels
●
Advocating for a global carbon pricing
scheme to set carbon prices

baby steps towards the net-zero goal.

UK

Absolute
emissions

40% or
more

France

Absolute
emissions

40% or
more

1990

2030

Germany

Absolute
emissions

40% or
more

319906

2030

1990

global commitments to achieve a net-zero future by 2050 last October.

 nnouncing a 50% cut for GHG emissions
A
by 2030 compared to 2005 levels
●
Increasing the target and period by 26~28%
from former President Obama’s pledge
●

US

South Korea established the Net-Zero Solidarity of Local Govern-

●

 5% reduction in GHG by 2030 from 1990
5
levels

iated with the minor opposition Justice Party, has recently proposed
an amendment to the Traffic, Energy, and Environment Tax Act to

bon. These developments show that South Korea is just now taking

Discord in ministerial climate policies

●

 o specific new targets
N
 lanning to re-raise its emissions cut target
●P
and submit it to the UN within this year
●
Slashing emissions by 10% from its recordhigh 2018 levels over two years

Although countries around the world are striving to tackle climate

●

Korea

Relative
emissions

37%

BAU

2030

 o specific new targets
N
●
Demanding the mobilization of financing
worth billions of dollars from the US and
other economies that promised to develop
alternatives to coal-fired power generation
for low-income countries

change, climate experts continue to point out that their efforts are
still falling short. “There is not a single government that has the
necessary policies,” said Dr. Niklas Höhne, a German climatologist

●

India

CO2 concentrations

Japan

Absolute
emissions

26%

2013

2030

Canada

Absolute
emissions

30%

2005

2030

33~36%

2005

2030

Absolute
emissions

1990

2030

40~45% reduction in GHG by 2030 from
1990 levels

ments, most countries do not appear to be on the right track so far.

●

 o specific new targets
N
 nderscoring cooperation led by the UN,
U
not a specific country
 mphasizing the implementation of the Paris
●E
Agreement, UNFCCC, and Kyoto Protocol

Source: Summary of major economies’ comments at the Climate Summit
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Although meeting the nationally determined contributions (NDCs)
will require well-coordinated policies across all governmental depart-

●

25~30%

Guardian.

 6% reduction in GHG by 2030 from 2013
4
levels

●

●

Russia

and the founder of New Climate Institute, in his interview with The

In fact, European leaders are concerned that protests like the yellow
vest (gilets jaunes) movement, which swept across France in 2018, will
emerge again. At the time, the French government announced a green
tax on fuel. The move sparked public outrage, in particular among

Yellow vest (gilets jaunes) protests
sweeping across France in 2018.
ⓒThomas Bresson

young people. In Germany, with the introduction of an emissions trad-

Developing climate predictions and forecasts requires an under-

ing scheme for heating fuel early this year, landlords and tenants must

standing of the long-term trajectories of climate change and its main

shoulder the costs of the new CO2 price together, which has caused

causes. ICCP strives to improve its understanding of climate variability

dilemmas and conflicts between them.

and changes at the local, regional levels including South Korea, as well

Eastern European countries, whose economies heavily rely on coalfired power generation, are not hiding their displeasure with the EU’

as at global levels utilizing advanced equipment to reconstruct past climate data and simulate long-term projections.

s low-carbon move, which is mainly backed by their Western coun-

Meanwhile, the Korea Meteorological Administration and lead-

terparts. “Most of our people cannot afford the luxury to immediately

ing South Korean scientists in the atmospheric environment have also

switch from diesel cars to green cars. They mostly live in rented hous-

calculated about 50 different meteorological variables such as tem-

ing, without any option to change their heating system, so they will

perature, precipitation, and elevation to improve data reliability. The

suffer from carbon taxes,” said Eastern European leaders expressing

research team led by Professor AHN Joong Bae from Pusan National

their concerns.

University, in collaboration with the Korea Meteorological Administration, has recently released specific and quantitive scenarios of chang-

Scientific community’s move to tackle the climate crisis

es in temperature and precipitation by season based on climate change

South Korea has witnessed increases in the frequency and severi-

predictions from 2026 to 2050. Korea’s National Institute of Meteoro-

ty of natural disasters caused by the climate crisis such as heatwaves,

logical Sciences has analyzed data on the optimal path of typhoons for

cold spells, floods, and formidable typhoons. The country is also no

a total of 41 years from 1980 to 2020 to determine whether the number,

exception to biodiversity decline, ecosystem degradation, and habi-

intensity, and frequency of typhoons approaching the Korean Penin-

tat loss. Experts argue that government policies are crucial in preserv-

sula is and will be increasing.

ing the ecosystem, but this is only possible when backed up by scientific research.

It took a fairly long time to acknowledge that climate change is
being driven by human activity. It was a long-held myth that the rise

The research community at home and abroad has assessed climate

in global temperatures and the decrease in glaciers were simply natu-

impacts and developed climate predictions based on scientific theories,

ral “changes” over time. Sufficient knowledge and data were not avail-

observational data, and computer simulations. The IBS Center for Cli-

able to predict the future. The real “changes”, although still falling

mate Physics (ICCP) has been leading cutting-edge climate research on

short, have now begun across governments, ministries, research com-

reconstructing past climate conditions and simulating future develop-

munities, businesses, and individuals. It is time for us all to take action

ments using supercomputers.

together to slow the accelerating pace of climate change.
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1+1+1+1+1=∞

Paving a Path of
His Own and Setting a
Milestone in World History
The superheroes in the mega-hit Avengers series, each demonstrating a unique
superpower, join forces to resolve issues that threaten the universe. The same applies
to modern science. By bringing together scientists dedicated to different disciplines and
offering them the opportunity to cooperate with one another, synergy can be created.
We met with Director KIM Seong Gi of the Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research
and heard about the Avengers-like team he set up at the IBS.

Director KIM Seong Gi
Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research
The Sungkyunkwan University N Center, located in Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, was completed in 2015. It is the home of the IBS Center for
Neuroscience Imaging Research, which occupies the building’s basement floor and three above-ground floors. All non-laboratory spaces, including conference rooms and offices, are surrounded with
floor-to-ceiling glass walls, providing unobstructed views of the
interior of the Center.

Remaining faithful to the human instinct of pursuing
new experiences and accepting a job in Korea
“I designed the entire workspace of the Center from the basement
floor to the third floor. I hoped that the design would encourage all
researchers to communicate closely and share information about
the focus of their research. Many found the offices surrounded with
floor-to-ceiling glass walls unfamiliar at first, but they quickly
adapted to the new environment.”
Director KIM Seong Gi of the Center for Neuroscience Imaging
Research explained as such regarding the glass walls. He has poured
much time and effort into creating an optimal working environment
ever since he was appointed the third director of an IBS center in
2013.
As the name of the Center implies, Director Kim specializes in
research that involves measuring brain reactions with fMRI (func-
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The MRI
machine is the
key research
equipment of
the Center for
Neuroscience
Imaging
Research.
Currently,
3T and 7T
equipment for
humans, as
well as 9.4T
and 15.2T MR
equipment for
animals are in
operation.
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tional magnetic resonance imaging). Before joining the IBS, he had

conventional path.

served as the Paul C. Lauterbur Chair Professor at the University of

“A research group’s competitive-

Pittsburg in the US. Paul C. Lauterbur (1929-2007) was a scientist

ness is directly proportional to its

who shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2003 for the

size. At Pittsburgh, for instance, the

Year

Published
papers

2021

27

2020

60

2019

52

2018

53

development of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). After he passed

number of professors who study the

2017

50

away in 2007, the University of Pittsburgh, his alma mater, created

brain exceeds 100. Realistically, it is

2016

55

a chair professorship in his honor. It is an esteemed position requir-

not feasible in Korea to run a research

2015

25

2014

22

ing the fulfillment of stringent eligibility conditions as well as the

group in that manner. I had to find

acknowledgment by the late Professor Lauterbur’s family.

another way.”

“When I notified the University that I would resign and go to Korea

2013

7

Total

351

The current Center for Neurosci-

in 2013, it tried to persuade me to stay by offering to grant any wish-

ence Imaging Research is the brainchild of Director Kim’s strenuous

es. But my desire to take on a new challenge was stronger.”

efforts to run neck and neck with world-class institutions. He decid-

Although he is a leading expert in fMRI today, he actually obtained

ed to expand its size by going beyond MRI and encompassing diverse

his PhD in physical chemistry. He focused on nuclear magnetic res-

fields. As a result, teams of five different fields are established with-

onance (NMR) for his post-doctorate study, which was in the field

in the Center. In addition to the MRI Team headed by Director Kim,

of chemistry. In 1991, when he was deciding between staying in the

there are the MR Physics and Engineering Team, Neurovascular

US or returning to Korea after finishing this course, he heard that

Imaging Team, Human Brain Mapping Team, Systems Neuroscience

the University of Minnesota was looking for a researcher to con-

Team and Computational Team. Each team independently engages in

duct research using its newly purchased 4T MRI and made the drastic

research in its corresponding field while complementing one another

decision to change his field of research.

in an organic manner. Director Kim said, “It may seem as if this sys-

“I believe I have mostly achieved good results every time I took a
drastic turn. At the time I was entertaining the possibility of step-

tem creates no synergy in the short term, but in the longer term, it
will help reap the results we desire.”

ping into a new field after spending more than a decade in the fMRI

Over 350 published papers are posted on the Center’s website. As

field. One of my colleagues at the University of

we were startled by the sheer volume, Director Kim tried to explain

Pittsburgh encouraged me to take a bold step

the details, waving his hands to calm us down. He said the Center was

to bring changes to my personal life or
field of research. That was when the IBS
reached out to me.”

still at the starting point of its long journey.
“It normally takes several years to properly write a paper. In the
first three years from 2013, we prioritized putting the Center on
the right track rather than on launching research projects. Papers

Choosing the road not taken to

describing the actual achievements of the Center began to come out

compete against the first movers

only last year after the Center’s operations finally went into full gear.”

After agreeing to come to Korea, Director

At our request to name a few, Director Kim mentioned two papers.

Kim was inevitably concerned about the Cen-

One was the study that defined the correlation between the chang-

ter’s future direction. IBS is a research insti-

es in blood flow and neuronal cells1). The excitability of neuronal cells

tution established to perform world-class

is an important element for identifying brain reactions. For example,

basic science research. Director Kim

it is the first essential step in identifying the fundamental treatment

judged that it would not be able

option for symptoms incurred by the excessive excitation of neuro-

to vie with globally renowned

nal cells, such as epileptic seizures, by examining when and how they

institutions if it followed the

are excited. The research team succeeded in explaining how the blood

flow rate of the brain influences the excitability of neuronal cells.

this process, you often come across opportunities to discover some-

The other was the study that discovered how the brain reacts when

thing unseen or overlooked by existing researchers. At least, that is

colors are perceived2). Whereas previous studies had difficulties in

what I have experienced. It was always difficult at first, but it worked

telling whether the brain was actually recognizing different colors

out well in the end.”

or merely responding to the related actions (e.g., the change of color
swatches, etc.), this study succeeded in uncovering the brain mech-

Then, what was his driving force in wading through such an arduous process? Director Kim’s answer was simple. It was “joy”.

anism using a more precise method. What connects these studies of

“Each research project is hard and strenuous, but each brings

seemingly unrelated fields is the use of fMRI technology, which is

great joy when it is completed. It is similar to mountain climbing. It

Director Kim’s specialty.

is exhausting to climb a mountain, but you feel overjoyed when you

The Center aims to achieve two goals. The first is to complete

Director KIM
Seong Gi
and student
researcher
KANG Hae Yeon
are preparing to
image a mouse
brain. In order to
see the brain's
response, it is
necessary to
create a state in
which the brain
is immobilized
but responds to
external stimuli.

reach the peak.”

the map of the cognitive functions of the human brain. The map

He laughed out loud, saying that he would not have remained a

will illustrate how the brain responds when playing games, reading

professor over such a long period if he pursued money or fame. We

books, and having a dialogue with others. The second is to create a

asked one last question, cliché but unavoidable, to this researcher

map of the brain of the mouse, a lab animal used for experimentation,

who seems truly immersed in the joy of research. When asked what

to provide advanced information for research projects utilizing mice.

advice he has for junior researchers at the start of their career, his
answer came out without hesitation.

If it has to be done, do it joyfully and responsibly

“Think of yourselves as the chief researcher and participate in

“If I had created a research group in the US, I would not have done it

the project more actively. The entire process may be exhausting and

this way (combining different teams) because it is highly challenging

demanding, but you will certainly be able to enjoy a greater sense of

to take responsibility for fields that I am not familiar with. But I have

achievement if you participate more actively. If it has to be done and

strong confidence in the experts that I am working with, and we are

cannot be avoided, why not find a way to enjoy it every step of the

marching forward together.”

way?”

Director Kim added that, although it is challenging to serve as
a chief researcher, it still has many advantages such as exploring
diverse fields through collaboration with related experts.
“When advancing into a new field of research, you have to start
from scratch and try to learn the basics first as a newcomer. During

References 1) Hyun Seok Moon, Haiyan Jiang, Thanh Tan Vo, Won Beom Jung,
Alberto L Vazquez, and Seong-Gi Kim, Contribution of excitatory and inhibitory neuronal activity to BOLD fMRI, CEREBRAL CORTEX, 1-15(2021).
2) Insub Kim, Sang Wook Hong, Steven K. Shevell, and Won Mok Shim, Neural representations of perceptual color experience in the human ventral visual pathway, PNAS
117(23), 13145-13150(2020)
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Viewpoint

Muon g-2 Experiment:
Challenging the Standard Model
The first results of the Muon g-2 (read as “gee minus two”) experiment, one of the ongoing landmark projects conducted by Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), were announced last
April. The results strongly indicate the presence of unseen particles
and forces in the universe. This article illustrates what the Muon g-2
experiment is and what its implications for the future of physics are.
written by LEE Soohyung
(Research Fellow of Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research, soohyunglee@ibs.re.kr)

Muon  Key to Opening Up a New Realm of Physics
The standard model (SM) of particle physics represents “humanity’s best understanding of the universe”. It explains the interactions
among the elementary particles that make up the universe. These
elementary particles consist of quarks (marked in light purple in the
illustration on the left), leptons (marked in light green), and intermediate particles.
The muon is a lepton that displays unpredictable behavior. It can be
the key to verifying the current SM and testing unseen phenomena of
physics that deviate from SM predictions.
The muon’s anomalous magnetic moment is a leading example,
which is explained with the value of its g-factor. The muon behaves as
if it has a small magnet embedded inside it. As such, its motion aligns
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ⓒCindy Arnold, Fermilab

A view of a quadrupole magnet
usedin the storage ring for the muon
g-2 experiment at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, USA.

precession★
Change in the
orientation of the
rotational axis of
a rotating body.
ppm★
Short for parts
per million.

with the direction of the external magnetic field like a compass. This

used to verify the current SM.

behavior, in combination with its unique spin, results in a top-like

What if new physics, unpredicted by the SM, is influencing the

precession★. The muon’s g-factor, which is connected to the muon’s

muon’s g-2 value? If new particles that have yet to be discovered are

internal magnetic strength, determines the magnitude of the preces-

generating new interactions, they will certainly change the muon’s

sion.

g-2 value. The basic aim of this experiment is to resolve this problem

Physicist Paul Dirac first predicted the g-factor to be 2. Based on

and discover proof of the presence of new physics.

effects additionally discovered afterwards, the g-factor was predict-

In order to experimentally measure the muon’s g-2 value, the

ed to be larger than 2, and these effects, which impact g-2 (the dis-

muon’s precession in the magnetic field must be observed. The Fer-

crepancy between the real value of g and the predicted value 2), have

milab experiment employed the method of placing muons, generated

been the subject of both theoretical and experimental research.

by a particle accelerator, within an external magnetic field. Howev-

Based on the current SM, the g-2 value can be calculated with high

er, as it is impossible to directly observe the muon’s precession, infor-

precision, reaching nearly 99.99996% (with an error of 0.37ppm★).

mation must be obtained by detecting electrons generated from the

Therefore, the resulting value of g-2 based on this calculation can be

decay of muons. Muons are first stored within a massive ring of the
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superconducting magnet, and the detectors installed inside the ring

cial relativity, and they break down into electrons and neutrinos after

detect electrons. The number of detected electrons changes in accor-

roughly 64μs (microsecond, the unit of one-millionth of a second).

dance with the muon’s direction of spin, and the muon’s g-2 value can

The electrons were detected by 24 detectors installed within the stor-

be measured based on this change cycle.

age ring.
After the Brookhaven experiment came to a close in 2001, a next-

In Search of g-2 of the Muon

generation experiment was planned to achieve higher-precision

The first experiment to measure the muon’s g-2 was conducted at the

results. This experiment scheduled to be conducted by Fermilab was

European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) located near

aimed at confirming the discrepancy with the theoretical value at

the border area between Switzerland and France during the period

a reliability of over 5-sigma, which would ultimately ‘confirm’ the

of 1961-1976. This experiment achieved a precision of approximately

presence of unseen particles or interactions. To this end, Fermilab

10ppm.

decided to use 20 times more muons and more precise instruments to

In 1997, Brookhaven National Laboratory of the US also began

achieve a precision of 0.14ppm, which is four times higher than that

to measure the muon’s g-2. This experiment showed that the mea-

of the Brookhaven experiment. Participants in the Muon g-2 exper-

sured value differs from the calculated value with the reliabili-

iment at Fermilab included over 200 physicists and 35 institutions

ty of approximately 3.7-sigma (probability of a statistical error being

from seven countries. Members of the Center for Axion and Precision

approximately 1/4,600) and precision of approximately 0.99995% (or

Physics Research within the IBS, which was launched in 2018, were

0.54ppm). This provides strong evidence of the presence of unseen

also among the participants.

particles or interactions not included in the current SM.

One Step Closer to Confirming the Presence of New Physics

The experiment at Brookhaven National Laboratory stored muons
using a ring-shaped superconducting magnet of 1.45T with a cir-

On April 7, the results of the analysis of data obtained in the first year

cumference of about 44m. This magnet is referred to as the storage

of this experiment were announced. Although the statistical error

ring. The lifespan of the muons that spin at near-light speed with-

of the experiment at 0.434ppm was similar to that of the Brookhav-

in the magnet is prolonged by about 30 times based due to the spe-

en experiment, the systematical error was nearly halved to 0.157
ppm. The discrepancy with the theoretical value was confirmed to
stand at 4.2-sigma (probability of a statistical error being approx-

A storage loop of a muon
g-2 experiment conducted at
CERN in 1974.

imately 1/40,000). The announcement was broadcast live online and
viewed by roughly 8,500 enthusiasts around the world, testifying to
their excitement and expectations about the discovery of new physics. Furthermore, the announced results are based on only 6% of the
total data that this experiment aims to ultimately utilize. As such,
this experiment will be confirming the existence of a new particle or
interaction using 20 times more data than the Brookhaven experiment. Scientists in Japan are also making preparations to initiate their own muon g-2 experiment independent of the Fermilab
research. This experiment, currently being established at a proton
accelerator research complex (J-PARC) located in Ibaraki Prefecture,

ⓒCERN

Japan, stores muons using a magnet with similar size as those used
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in an MRI scanner, instead of a massive storage ring.
This experiment takes a slightly different approach from that of

A muon g-2
experimental storage
ring installed at
the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory
in the United States.
ⓒReidar Hahn, Fermilab

Fermilab and thus employs new techniques. First, the muon beam

ed by the Fermilab experiment and will be operational in 2025. This

generated by the accelerator collides into a new target to maximize

experiment will not only independently verify the results of the Fer-

its strength and creates muoniums, which are quasi-atoms con-

milab experiment but also widen the gap with the projection of the

sisting of muon electron pairs. Muoniums remain in a nearly sta-

SM, thereby further boosting evidence for new physics. Particle

tionary state after being generated. Laser is used to remove the

physicists around the world have long awaited the discovery of new

electrons from muoniums, and the resulting muons are re-acceler-

physics unexplained by the SM. The results of the Muon g-2 experi-

ated and injected into the MRI magnet for storage. This experiment

ment are the closest to such a discovery. The actual discovery of new

was already noted for its high possibility of success in 2017 through

physics is anticipated to be realized within several years. Although

the world’s first successful muon re-acceleration. The g-2 value of

the Muon g-2 experiment does not directly lead to the discovery

the muons stored inside the MRI magnet is measured using a meth-

of unseen particles or interactions, it will confirm their existence

od similar to Fermilab but with a different silicone-based detec-

and is certainly expected to serve as a milestone in the journey of

tor. This experiment aims to achieve precision at the level record-

humanity towards new physics.
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Research Flashback

Charming scientist,

Dr. Benjamin Whisoh LEE
A paper that is considered a must-read by scientists and researchers of the field… What would be that paper in the field of physics?
When asked to select and write about such a paper, my mind instantly went blank. Like other fields of science, nuclear and
particle physics and all related experimental research span an extensive spectrum of subjects, and it is common for scholars
within the same laboratory at the same institute to delve into different themes. Can there be such a thing as a “must-read” for
all involved in physics? It took a long time for me to narrow it down to one paper. I would strongly recommend it to anyone who is
interested in physics.
written by SO Jungho (Senior Technician of Center for Underground Physics, jhso50@ibs.re.kr)

Search for charm

would have and what process and phenomenon it would require to
be generated. Even I am unable to grasp all that is illustrated in the

Dr. Benjamin LEE’s life ended in a traffic accident at the age of 42

paper and can barely manage to comprehend only some phenom-

in 1977. He was a Korean-American physicist, and one of his most

enological fragments. Despite such a barrier, this paper convinc-

notable achievements involved charm quarks.

es every reader why it is considered legendary. Now, let’s move on to

The paper I am about to introduce here is “Search for Charm”,

examine this paper in earnest.

which was published as a preprint after its completion in 1974 and
then released as a paper in 1975. I find this paper awe-inspiring as

A paper that starts with a prologue

an experimental physicist for three reasons: first, its introducto-

54

ry part is quite unique; second, the authors provide powerfully built

This paper sets itself apart from the very beginning. A paper nor-

theoretical grounds and projections; and third, the projected values

mally starts with an introduction or a summary. Instead, a pro-

coincide with the results of actual experiments conducted after the

logue, which is an introductory section seen in a literary work, is

completion of the paper to an astonishing extent.

placed here as if it is a novel instead of a scientific paper. In the

I personally think that the experimental process of this paper is

Prologue, Lee introduces his co-authors as enthusiasts and devil’

more noteworthy than its conclusion. This paper is exemplary of the

s advocates and succeeds in grabbing the readers’ attention. I was

scientific contemplation and prediction that are essential prereq-

also captivated by this part. The use of a device that adds a liter-

uisites for the discovery of a new particle (or phenomenon). Unfor-

ary and creative twist leads readers to prematurely expect that the

tunately, this paper is extremely difficult to understand. It is nat-

author will offer his predictions about charm particles (hereinafter

ural that this paper is difficult. All scientifically proven knowledge

charm quarks), yet undiscovered, in an engaging novel-like nar-

at the time had to be mobilized to project what traits a new particle

rative. However, the paper takes a sudden turn and reveals its true

IBS Research
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colors. It provides a detailed description of the background for the
new particle and advances right into arguing why the existence of
charm quarks is uncontroversial through questions and answers.
It is essential to have a certain amount of knowledge in advance
to understand this process even in the slightest. The first is special unitary (SU), which explains the symmetry of forces existent
in the natural world. SU is a concept used in matrices, a field of
mathematics. Particles can be presented as matrices by using SU.
Even when individual forces and particles affected by such forces
are converted within a matrix, the determinant remains as 1 and is
unchanged. Think of the number within the parenthesis presented as a determinant as the number of particle types impacted by
each force, and this might help with understanding. The up, down,
and strange quarks had been discovered previously, and the charm
quarks were fourth in line. This paper organized related details
with consideration given to the symmetry of SU (4).

All had already been predicted
Experiments merely assisted

In the Prologue, the authors of the paper introduce a series of preceding studies that point to the presence of charm quarks. In the
second section, they explain that charm quarks can interact with
the up, down, and strange quarks discovered earlier in order to
form baryons and mesons (mediating particles).

The third, fourth, and fifth sections specify the prediction about
the mass of the charm quark and diverse ways of generating and
breaking down charm quarks. The predictions and descriptions
are so detailed that it appears as if the author has already discovered charm quarks in advance. What’s more, these predictions are
watertight. The subsequent experimental results provide robust,
reliable grounds for them.
In general, research in the field of nuclear and particle physics proceeds as follows: 1) theoretical physicists propose models; 2)
experimental physicists create experimental devices; 3) the results
of experiments directly conducted by experimental physicists are

The first page of “Search for Charm”, a
paper jointly written by the late Dr. Benjamin
LEE. The presence of the Prologue in
the bottom left corner and Lee’s witty
introduction of his co-researchers at the
beginning of the Prologue instantly grab
readers’ attention.
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analyzed and compared to the theoretical models. The description
of the traits of charm quarks in the paper falls under step 1) of this
process.
However, the sixth section of this paper predicts how charm

quarks would be observed by the detector and illustrates the pro-

Nobel Prize. I believe it is meaningless to add my own thoughts to

jected results. Today, it is possible to witness the generation and

this controversy here and now as I was not present on-site to wit-

collapse of particles on a computer screen using a silicone-based

ness his work. What is undeniable is that this paper offers enough

detector. However, back then, this phenomenon could be identified

details to help resolve problems previously deemed unsolvable. I

only in the form of photos printed using a film called emulsion and

have no doubt that this paper must have contributed to the comple-

a bubble chamber.

tion of the standard model, which is the culmination of 20th-cen-

This prediction is by no means easy. A theoretical physicist pre-

tury particle physics.

dicting meaningful experimental results incurs the shock and awe

I am introducing this notoriously difficult paper here because

of experimental physicists. This incident can be compared to when

it provides a glimpse into the author’s dedication as a scientist by

Intel, the producer of hardware, and Microsoft, the producer of

highlighting how he predicted a new physical phenomenon, which

software, were hopelessly eclipsed by the meteoric rise of Apple,

was later actually observed experimentally, based on past experi-

which began to roll out both hardware and software.

ments and how he unraveled the findings. As a scientist engaging

The fact that Lee authored this paper has led to controversy

in research to discover unseen phenomena in the universe myself, I

online. Some have labeled it the revolution of November 1974, and

sincerely hope that I will also be able to leave behind footsteps that

opinions remain divided over whether Lee is qualified to receive the

can lead future generations in the right direction.
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NEWS

Launch of Integrated ‘Smart Campus’
A place for research, exchange,
convenience, and relaxation

sist of both joint laboratories and research facilities where

nition and Sociality / Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions /

researchers can focus on research. On the first floor,

Geometry and Physics / Nanomaterials and Chemical

heavy equipment will be installed where a joint labora-

Reactions / Nanoparticle Research / Self-assembly

tory is located. Experiments in the fields of physics and

and Complexity / RNA Research / Correlated Electron

chemistry are planned to be carried out in these labora-

Systems), which were first launched in 2012, received

tories. The second floor will house the Center for Artificial

their first evaluation in 2017 and second evaluation at

Low Dimensional Electronic Systems, and the third floor

the end of last year. Besides the three research cen-

will house the Center for Geometry and Physics and the

ters mentioned earlier, the other five research cen-

Center for Self-assembly and Complexity.

ters were also recognized as world leaders in their

The new IBS campus will be a ‘smart campus’ in
which research, exchange, convenience, and dining
An airscape of IBS·POSTECH campus.

respective research fields, as they received the second highest possible grade of A.

space are integrated to encourage active interaction

From 2020, IBS has established evaluation com-

IBS plans to further expand its research facilities to

between different research groups. It is expected to

mittees consisting of scholars from various countries.

foster collaboration in basic science research among

follow the examples of Germany’s Max Planck Institute

From May 2020, on-site evaluations were conducted

research institutes and universities. In November

which conducts world-class research via the collab-

in parallel with written evaluations and video confer-

2020, IBS held a groundbreaking ceremony for the

oration of many consortia of research institutes and

encing. Qualitative evaluations such as creativity and

establishment of smart campus-type basic science

universities.

influence of the research were conducted rather than

research facilities in KAIST and POSTECH. Construc-

quantitative results such as papers. In-depth inter-

tion is expected to be completed in April 2022.

views were also conducted with team leaders, post-

The IBS·KAIST campus building will have 1 basement floor and 6 above-ground floors upon completion. It follows the design that matches with the existing

Three research centers
within the IBS have been ranked
among the finest in the world

doctoral researchers, and graduate students.
The results were finalized after a comprehensive evaluation by the Research Group Selection and
Evaluation Committee (SEC) (September), the Scien-

campus buildings as well as emphasizing openness
which encourages the free exchange of knowledge.

The IBS Center for RNA Research, Center for Syn-

tific Advisory Board (SAB) (end of October), and the

In particular, the open courtyard and internal space

aptic Brain Dysfunctions, and Center for Nanoparti-

Board of Directors (December 16). In particular, the

would serve as a location for many researchers from

cle Research received the highest grade of S after the

evaluation of the Rapporteur, who conducts the eval-

different fields to meet and discuss ideas.

Institute’s internal performance evaluation.

uation of various research groups in a fair and objec-

In the meantime, the IBS·POSTECH campus will

Considering the characteristics of basic science

tive manner, was also reflected in the results. A total of

possess 1 basement and 4 above-ground floors. In

that require long-term research, IBS conducts the

64 people participated in the evaluation team, includ-

the past, the IBS research centers in POSTECH have

first evaluation of its research centers five years after

ing 34 world-class scholars from 11 countries and

been dispersed across several buildings and operat-

their initiation. Thereafter, the performance is evaluat-

30 domestic experts. They include Fields Prize win-

ed in temporary spaces. The new campus will con-

ed every three years. Eight research centers (Cog-

ner Efim Zellmanoff from the University of California San
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Diego (UCSD) in the United States, and Maki Kawai,

His research activities continued further after tak-

director of the Institute for Molecular Science in Japan.

ing office as a Director of an IBS research center. He

The Center for RNA Research led by Director KIM

went on to explore how brain activities influence cog-

V. Narry was unanimously selected as the world’s best

nition, emotion, and sociality. He published 197 papers

in the RNA field. In particular, the evaluation praised the

in prestigious journals, which include ▲A study that

excellent leadership and technical skills of the director,

doubled learning memory by controlling brain waves

which was the driving force behind the consistent out-

during sleep (Neuron, 2017) ▲A study that identified

put of high-quality research.
The Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions, led by
Director KIM Eun-Jun, was also lauded for its excellent

Dr. SHIN Hee-Sup(former Director of the IBS Center for
Cognition and Sociality).

s scientific development.

the mechanism of regulating empathy at the genetic level (Neuron, 2018) ▲A study that identified a brain
circuit that suppresses fear memories (Nature, 2019).

basic research capabilities in the field of neuroscience.

Director Shin graduated from Seoul National Uni-

He also received numerous science awards and

The center conducts original research which contrib-

versity School of Medicine and received his doctorate

is a member of the National Academy of Sciences

utes to the understanding of neurological and psychi-

from Cornell University School of Medicine in the Unit-

(NAS) and a Fellow of the American Association for the

atric disorders. The Center for Nanoparticle Research,

ed States. He changed his career from a clinician to a

Advancement of Science (AAAS).

led by Director HYUN Taek-Hwan, was evaluated for

medical scientist to undertake the challenge of study-

its outstanding works involving nanoparticles and their

ing the human brain. After that, he worked as a pro-

application.

fessor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and POSTECH, and then as a senior research-

The British Ambassador to
Korea Simon SMITH Visits IBS

er and head of brain science research at KIST. In July

South Korea’s leading brain

2012, he was appointed as the IBS’s first research

scientist SHIN Hee-Sup retires

director, leading the Center for Cognition and Sociality’
s Social Neuroscience Group until the day of his retire-

In December, a retirement ceremony for Shin Hee-

ment.

Sup, a leading brain scientist in South Korea, was

For the past 30 years, Director Shin has explored

held. Shin led the IBS Center for Cognition and Soci-

the mysteries of the brain. He discovered the princi-

ality’s Social Neuroscience Group. His retirement cer-

ple of cognitive functions such as memory, emotion,

emony was held online in compliance with COVID-19

and empathy, and he was the first in South Korea to

guidelines. Vice Minister of Ministry of Science and ICT

introduce genetics to these studies. In particular, his

Simon Smith, the British Ambassador to Korea, visited

JEONG Byung-Sun, Seoul National University Presi-

research began to draw widespread attention as he

IBS Headquarters to discuss ways to promote exchang-

dent OH Se-Jeong, and KIST President YOON Seok-

revealed the causes of neurological diseases such

es in basic science fields between the two countries.

Jin delivered congratulatory remarks to commemorate

as epilepsy and motor paralysis at the genetic level

This meeting is the latest example of cooperative efforts

Director Shin’s hard work and dedication to the nation’

(Nature, 1997).

between the United Kingdom and the Institute for Basic

President NOH Do Young(right) and British Ambassador to
Korea Simon SMITH(left) are discussing ways for the two
countries to cooperate in basic science.
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Science. In November 2013, IBS signed a Memoran-

YA (Simons Center for Geometry and Physics & Stony

dum of Understanding with the Royal Society for joint

Brook University), Hiroshi OHTA (Nagoya Universi-

research and has held multiple joint conferences entitled

ty), Kaoru ONO (Research Institute for Mathematical

IBS–Royal Society Conference.

Sciences & Kyoto University) as a series of Springer

The delegation’s visit led both organizations to

A New IBS Center in
Mathematical Biology Kicks Off

Monographs in Mathematics.

exchange views on expanding exchanges with var-

This book lays the foundation of the Kurani-

ious research institutes including the British Medi-

shi structure. Director OH explained, “The structure is

cal Research Council following IBS’s establishment of

needed to implement the study of the moduli space

the tentatively named Basic Virus Research Institute

of pseudo-holomorphic curves into the construction

scheduled to begin research in July 2021.

of A∞ structures associated with general Lagrangian
Chief Investigator KIM Jae Kyoung(Center for Mathematical
and Computational Sciences).

Ambassador Smith said “Cooperation among

submanifolds and their deformation theory. The book

countries, including issues such as virus and climate

is expected to be useful in other moduli problems that

change, is essential now more than ever. The embas-

arise from geometry and physics beyond pseudo-

The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) in Daejeon, South

sy will play an active role in strengthening the basic

holomorphic curves.”

Korea has announced that Professor KIM Jae Kyung

science network of the two countries.”

Director OH said, “We now present this book, in

of the Department of Mathematical Sciences at the

President NOH Do Young said “IBS will estab-

order to answer the popular demand for a detailed,

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technolo-

lish the Basic Virus Research Institute and carry out

self-contained explanation of the theory of Kurani-

gy (KAIST) is named as the Chief Investigator (CI) of

world-class virus basic research while playing a piv-

shi structures, which can be extended to other moduli

the Biomedical Mathematics Group (BIMAG) of the IBS

otal role in virus research cooperation.”

problems in geometry and physics. We hope that this

Pioneer Research Center (PRC) for Mathematical and

book can serve as a valuable tool for other mathema-

Computational Sciences to investigate sleep mech-

ticians in the related fields.”

anisms and treatment strategy for sleep disorders,

Director OH Yong-Geun from
IBS Center for Geometry and Physics
Published a New Book on Kuranishi

beginning March 1st.

Structure

tively unknown fields in the Korean science communi-

CI Kim is deemed as an exceptional researcher in
mathematical biology and medicine, which are rela-

ty. Mathematical biology and medicine study biological
Director OH Yong-Geun’s new book, 『Kuranishi

systems in a mathematical context and develop math-

Structure and Virtual Fundamental Chains』 has been

ematical models to reveal disease mechanisms and

recently published by Springer, an esteemed publish-

developing their treatment strategies.

er of many peer-reviewed journals including Nature.

CI Kim is a rare mathematician who has published

The new book was co-authored by OH Yong-Geun
(Institute for Basic Science & POSTECH), Kenji FUKA-
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a number of biology papers, which have addressed
『Kuranishi Structure and Virtual Fundamental Chains』 written
by Director OH Yong-Geun.

several challenging problems in biology, in collab-

oration with biologists. Some of his achievements

lar and Cellular Structure and the Pioneer Research

include i) building a microbial consortium to main-

Center for Mathematical and Computational Scienc-

tain stable rhythms*, ii) cracking a 60-year old enig-

es) makes four CI research groups. IBS’ expansion for

ma, the mechanism for maintaining circadian peri-

young scientists brings IBS closer to its mission to fos-

od against temperature change**. In collaboration with

ter next-generation leaders.

➊

a pharmaceutical company Pfizer, his research team
has revealed what makes a difference between animal studies and human clinical trials in a new drug test;
and it has also identified the cause for personal differ-

The 6th IBS ‘Art in Science’
Selection of winners

ences in drug efficacy.
The Biomedical Mathematics Group (BIMAG)

IBS has held the ‘Art in Science’ contest every year

intends to provide new solutions for sleep disorders,

since 2015 to introduce artistic photos or videos

especially caused by the disruption of circadian peri-

encountered by scientists to the public. The 6th con-

od. Interconnecting mathematics, biology and medi-

test was held for 45 days from September 23rd to

cine, Kim’s research group is expected to boost syn-

November 6th, 2020. The work was judged by the

ergetic effects from the collaborations among IBS

preliminary internal examination (70 points) followed by

centers in life science.

online voting by the public (30 points). IBS selected 19

CI Kim says, “Sleep is an inevitable part of our daily

works as the best works of the contest.

routine, but little has been known about its mecha-

The grand prize was awarded to ‘Ancient Future

nism.” “The BIMAG will provide new insights into com-

➊’ by Kang Seok, a researcher at the IBS Center

plex mechanisms of sleep in collaboration with bio-

for Vascular Research. In this work, the CD31 and

medical experimentalists to discover the causes of

the PDGFb proteins in the blood vessels of mouse

sleep disorders and their treatment strategies,” adds

embryos 10.5 days after fertilization were stained

Kim.

with green and red fluorescent antibodies and pho-

IBS names eminent young scientists as CIs via as
much of a thorough selection as it does for IBS direc-

➋

The Grand Prize winner “Ancient Future(❶)” and the Gold
Prize winner “A New Dawn!(❷)”

tographed with a confocal fluorescence microscope.

cules.

torship. IBS CIs lead independent research groups

The runner up work is ‘New Dawn!’ by Anubhab

IBS selected the grand prize (1 winner), the gold

within their PRCs. Up to five CIs comprise a PRC,

Acharya from POSTECH Department of Chemistry.

prize (2 winners), the silver prize (3 winners), the

whose individual research group runs on KRW 1-5

This work features the appearance of gold nanopar-

bronze prize (4 winners), and the honorable mentions

billion funding.

ticles doped with amino acids observed under an

(9 winners) among the entries. The winning works can

Kim’s group joining the IBS PRC system (that com-

electron microscope. The asymmetric bird-shaped

be found at IBS Research No. 16 and 17, and at www.

prises the Pioneer Research Center for Biomolecu-

nanocrystals were formed due to the chirality of mole-

ibs.re.kr/art2020.
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Honors & Awards

tion data, released the 2020 Highly Cited Research-

Seven IBS Scientists Named World’s
Most Highly Cited Researchers

er (HCR) list. According to the list, 41 scientists affiliated with Korean institutions received this honor with

Andreas HEINRICH awarded Heinrich
Rohrer Medal (Grand Medal)

their names listed 46 times. Of those, seven are from
Seven researchers of the Institute for Basic Sci-

IBS with two names appearing in more than one

Director of the Center for

ence (IBS) were named in the 2020 list of scientists

field. Among domestic institutions, IBS has the sec-

Q u a ntum N a n o s ci en c e,

who produced the most influential research papers.

ond highest concentration of HCRs, following closely

Andreas HEINRICH has been

Clarivate Analytics, a global leader in providing cita-

behind Seoul National University with eight names.

awarded the Heinrich Rohrer

Name &
Director
Rodney
S. RUOFF

Director
HYEON
Taeg Hwan
Director
CHANG
Suk Bok

Director
LEE
Young Hee

Field

Affiliation

Year

chemistry

Center for
Multidimensional
Carbon Materials
(UNIST)

2014 ~
2020

Center for
Nanoparticle
Research
(SNU)

2014 ~
2020

chemistry

Center for Catalytic
Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations
(KAIST)

2015 ~
2020

cross field

Center for
Integrated
Nanostructure
Physics
(Sungkyunkwan
Univ)

2018 ~
2020

Center for
Genome
Engineering
(SNU)

2018
(cross field),
2019 ~ 2020
(biology &
biochemistry)

materials
science
chemistry
materials
science

Director
biology &
KIM Jin Soo biochemistry

2018 ~ 2019
Director
Center for Climate
(cross field)
environment
Axel
Physics
2020
& ecology
TIMMERMANN
(Pusan Nation Univ) (environment
& ecology)
Associate
Director
KIM Dae
Hyeong

materials
science

Center for
Nanoparticle
Research
(SNU)

2018 ~
2020

cross field

Center for
Nanomedicine
(Yonsei Univ)

2014~
2016
(chemistry),
2018
(cross field)

Group leader
Christopher
BIELAWSKI

chemistry

Center for
Multidimensional
Carbon Materials
(UNIST)

2018

Director
KIM Ki Moon

chemistry

Center for Selfassembly &
Complexity
(POSTECH)

2014 ~
2016

Director
KIM V. Narry

molecular
biology &
genetics

Center for RNA
Research
(SNU)

2014

Director
CHEON
Jin Woo

Highly cited researchers (HCR)affiliatedwith the IBS
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The 2020 list is the 7th edition of the annu-

Medal (Grand Medal). The

al Clarivate HCR list. Clarivate Analytics recogniz-

Japan Society of Vacuum

es researchers “who produced multiple papers rank-

and Surface Science select-

ing in the top 1% by citations for their field over the past

ed Heinrich “for his ground-breaking development

11 years, demonstrating significant research influence

of scanning tunneling microscope methods to study

among their peers”. This year, the list honored 6,167

the spin properties of magnetic atoms on surfaces for

researchers from about 60 countries.

revealing the quantum nature of the magnetism at the

Director Rodney S. RUOFF of the Center for Mul-

Director Andreas
HEINRICH, Center for
Quantum Nanoscience.

atomic scale”.

tidimensional Carbon Materials and Director HYEON

Professor Heinrich is a world-leading research-

Taeg Hwan of the Center for Nanoparticle Research

er in the field of quantum measurements at the atomic-

were included in both chemistry and materials sci-

scale in solids. He designed and constructed a low-

ence, and were listed for 7th consecutive years.

temperature ultra-high-vacuum scanning tunneling

Director CHANG Suk Bok of the Center for Catalytic

microscope to provide the energy resolution required

Hydrocarbon Functionalizations has been selected in

to measure a spin excitation of an atom and the Zee-

the field of chemistry for 6th consecutive years. Direc-

man splitting of a free electron.

tor KIM Jin Soo of the Center for Genome Engineer-

The significance of Heinrich’s achievement is that

ing (biology and biochemistry), Director LEE Young

it opened the door not only to the study of the spin

Hee of the Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics

coherent properties of atoms on surfaces, but also the

(cross-field), Director Axel TIMMERMANN of the Cen-

coherent control of atomic-scale quantum systems.

ter for Climate Physics (cross-field), Associate Direc-

These can be engineered to have desirable function-

tor KIM Dae Hyeong of the Center for Nanoparticle

ality and then assembled using the atomic manipula-

Research (materials science) were selected as well for

tion abilities of the STM.

3rd consecutive years.

The prize was established in 2013 by the Japan

So far, IBS has produced 11 researchers who have

Society of Vacuum and Surface Science in collabo-

been designated as HCRs. President NOH Do Young

ration with: IBM Research - Zurich, Swiss Embassy in

said, “It demonstrates that IBS researchers have been

Japan, and Ms. Rohrer. The medal is awarded to peo-

internationally recognized for their influential research.

ple who have great achievement in nanoscience and

IBS will continue to support our outstanding research-

nanotechnology fields. The Grand Medal is awarded to

ers in carrying out world-leading research.”

researchers who have made distinguished achieve-

ments in the field of nanoscience and nanotechnolo-

each year, with only 10 of them being non-British, after

Catalytic Hydrocarbon Func-

gy based on surface science, and through this have

a rigorous screening process based on the individual’

tionalizations wins the POSCO

made significant progress in science and technology.

s contribution to the improvement of scientific knowl-

TJ Park Prize. The POSCO TJ

“I’ve felt a special connection to Heinrich Rohrer

edge. Famous scientists who changed history, includ-

Park Foundation announced

and was honored to speak at his memorial several

ing Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, and Albert Ein-

his nomination, commend-

years ago. To be recognized in this way and award-

stein, have been selected as members. The society

ing Baik for being a pioneer in

ed this medal bearing his name is moving.” The medal

has produced more than 280 Nobel Laureates to date.

chemical synthesis with novel

is awarded every three years. Previous winners are

Because of the Society’s strong tradition and authority,

discoveries enough to have

long-time luminaries in the field, Joe Stroccio and

becoming a member is regarded as one of the highest

scientists rewrite the textbooks.

Roland Wiesendanger.

honors that a scientist can receive.

Associate Director BAIK
Mu Hyun, Center for
Catalytic Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations.

Baik is an eminent chemist, especially in compu-

The medal ceremony was planned to held in Taka-

Professor Kim was appointed as the Director of the

tational chemistry. Interest of his research includes i)

matsu, Japan, in November but it was postponed from

IBS RNA Research Center in 2012. She specialises in

to discover the principle behind the chemical reaction

to the following year due to COVID-19.

researching RNA and gene regulation. Some of her

that occurs when a transition metal catalyst is used as

ground-breaking discoveries include the mixed tail,

the medium and ii) to develop better performing cat-

which prevents the degradation of messenger RNA

alysts. In 2016, Dr. Baik predicted the iridium catalyst

(2018, Science) and analyzing the RNA transcript of

candidates that can activate methane gas, which is

SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19 for the first time

readily available in our daily lives, but hard to obtain for

(2020, Cell). As a result, she is a world-renowned

its stability, with computational chemistry.

IBS Director KIM V. Narry becomes
the first Korean to join the
Royal Society

scholar in the field of RNA research.

In 2020, Baik also proved that one electrode can fit

KIM V. Narry, Director of the

The professor’s academic achievements have

all functional groups, which vary the electronic prop-

Center for RNA Research

received widespread recognition at home and

erty of the molecular, just with the switch of its volt-

within the Institute for Basic

abroad. Some of these include South Korean gov-

age.** The gold electrode serving as a “universal

Science (IBS, President NOH

ernment designating her as a National Scientist of

functional group” is deemed as a revolutionary dis-

South Korea in 2010, a foreign member of the Euro-

covery that may transform the existing paradigm in

pean Molecular Biology Organization in 2013, a foreign

chemistry as well as in the industry.

Do Young), was selected as a
foreign member of The Royal
Society in the UK. The profes-

Director KIM V. Narry,
Center for RNA
Research.

sor is the first Korean to join this prestigious society.
The Royal Society is an academic organization

member of the National Academy of Sciences in 2014,

The purpose of the POSCO TJ Park Prize is to con-

and a member of the Korean Academy of Science and

tribute to the advancement of the nation by expand-

Technology in 2014.

ing public attention and participation in the company’

created by British intellectuals in 1660. It is recognized

To date, professor Kim is the only Korean member

s founding principles: creativity, nurturing talent, and

as the world’s greatest academic society along with

of the National Academy of Sciences and the Royal

philanthropy. The prize is categorized into four: Sci-

the National Academy of Sciences in the United States.

Society.

ence Prize, Education Prize, Community Development

As the world’s most prestigious academic organiza-

& Philanthropy Prize, and Technology Prize and has

tion, The Royal Society advances humanity’s knowledge

been awarded since 2007. As of 2020, 48 Koreans

of science, nature, and philosophy. It leads the national
scientific research initiatives and policy and functions as

Associate Director BAIK Mu Hyun
Wins the POSCO TJ Park Prize

and Asians have received the prize.

the center of international natural science research.
The Royal Society elects no more than 62 members

Associate Director BAIK Mu Hyun of the IBS Center for
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Talk to IBS

About IBS Research

The first issue of <IBS Research> was published in
December 2013, with the current issue being the No. 16.
st

th

2021 1 • 16 Issue

IBS publishes <IBS Research> semiannually to publicize
its outstanding research achievements discuss the policy
and key issues that are occurring in academia.
Both research groups and project groups affiliated with the
IBS are involved in the promotion of the IBS’s excellence in
academia to the research circles, as well as informing the
importance and role of basic science to the policymakers

Frontline
Humanity and Climate in a
Push and Pull Relationship

and the public.

Climate Change Predicted by ALEPH
Reconstructing the Ancient Climate of the
Korean Peninsula with Water Isotopes

<IBS Research> is published not only in Korean but also in

People
Paving a Path of His Own and
Setting a Milestone in World History

Director KIM Seong Gi,
Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research

English. It is hoped that this publication will help improve

Charming scientist, Dr. Benjamin Whisoh LEE

the public awareness of IBS at home and abroad and foster joint research collaboration with other institutions.

We look forward to suggestions from all researchers regarding research news content that require IBS’s

Content Suggestions and
Subscription

attention. After confirmation and conducting additional coverage, the reported information will be introduced
as an article within <IBS Research>.
Anonymous reports are also accepted to protect the personal information of the informant. Thank you for
your suggestions and warm interest.
For suggestions and subscription requests, contact us at ibs_official@naver.com.

✚ Science content at a glance!

Communication Channels

IBS blog posts can be found here. If you are curious about the latest research
activities of the IBS and related news, come visit the blog. All your questions

Ch.135 is a collection of IBS social

will be answered at once. Various events and the latest scientific columns

media channels which include blog posts

▲ blog

and Facebook

▲ posts

can also be found. The posts will explain things like why the scientists did this
research, and how they overcame the difficulties faced.

✚ Communityevent participation!
Check out our Facebook to communicate with IBS and participate in various events. IBS’s
Facebook page is an excellent place to obtain scientific knowledge! Follow us on Facebook
to get notified about various lectures, quizzes, IBS events, and news from the scientific community.

✚ IBS in video
If you missed the IBS lecture, please visit our YouTube channel. The channel also includes

e!
scrib
Sub

Like!

vlogs of our researchers working at the IBS Research Centers. Other videos include easyto-understand explanations of the IBS’s research discoveries. There are also many artistic
photos and videos researchers encountered during their research. You can also meet the
IBS YouTube character ‘Genome’. Come visit the IBS YouTube channel and click ‘Like’ and ‘Subscribe’!

Contest News

IBS 10th anniversary celebration
‘The 2nd IBS Promotional Contents Contest’
To commemorate the 10th anniversary of the IBS, ‘The 2nd IBS Promotional Contents Contest’ will be held. This contest will be divided into video and storytelling categories.The topics can consist of any motion graphics about the IBS or its research,
or any written content that reviews IBS’s research achievements or 「Corona Science」
book. Participate today.
Eligibility Eligibility Anyone residing in Korea
Deadline Until August 6 (Fri) 17:00
Topic video or written content about IBS and its research achievements
Restrictions 1 video per person or team (5 people or less) for videos,
1 written content per person for storytelling
How to apply Apply at www.ibs공모전.com
Est award date January 2022
Inquiries IBS Communications Team(scc@ibs.re.kr)

Announcement of Spin Art Contest
We look forward to seeing various artworks on the theme of spin and quantum mechanics! The IBS Center for
Quantum Nanoscience is holding an art contest <Spin Art> for students and the general public across the country.
The contest, which is held under the themes of quantum mechanics and spin, aims to convey the charm of basic
science to the art world and the public, in addition to serving as a creative approach for introducing our research
topics. The 1st place (1 winner) will receive a prize of 3 million won, while 2nd place (2 winners) and 3rd place (2
winners) will be awarded 2 million won and 1 million won, respectively! We look forward to your participation.
Competition Topic Spin and Quantum Mechanics
Fields Painting, illustration, photo, video (no size and length limitations)
Target Students and the general public (both individuals and teamspossible)
Deadline All documents must be submitted to the website (qns.science/art) by August 31 (Tuesday)
Host IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience
Homepage qns.science/art
Inquiries art@qns.science Reference download qns.science/kr/art/resource/

Complete the crossword
puzzle below
1

2

3
4
5

6

9

10

11

12

7

8

13

14

15

Horizontal

Vertical

1

Cell fragments in the blood that allows it to clot.

2

Korean name of the physicist who predicted the mass of the charm quark.

3

Imitation of real-world processes using a computer model.

3

Longest part of the digestive tract, contains a lot of villi.

5

Something that is induced by the emission of greenhouse gases.

4

Change in astronomical body’s rotational axis.

6

Coherent amplified beam of light.

7

Type of vehicle that uses both gas and electricity.

8

Homogenous mixture of two or more components.

9

Fish that is used as a model organism in research.

10 Specific group of atoms in a compound which gives it chemical
characteristic.
11 The cells which include the WBC and RBC.

12 Korean colloquial name for its rainy summer season.

13 Something that animals do in the winter to stay inactive.
14 Branch of mathematics that deals with properties of shapes or spaces.
Vertical 2 leewhisoh 3 smallintestine 4 precession 7 hybrid 8 solution 9 zebrafish 12 changma
Horizontal 1 platelets 3 simulation 5 climatechange 6 laser 10 functionalgroup

named after.

11 bloodcells 13 hibernation 14 geometry 15 aleph

15 The first letter of the Hebrew alphabet that the smallest infinite number is

Winner of the 1st IBS Basic Science
Promotional Contents Contest
Restoring happiness in the cell village
1

8
It’s a new
therapy.

There are no blood
vessels to deliver the
drug to our village!

Run!
Chemotherapy

2

We just
moved here!

9

It was 3 years ago. New neighbors
moved into the cell village. We didn’t
know at the time about the catastrophe
that they will cause.

24 hours later

10

3

Punch!

Chemotherapy was only able to help the parts of the village that were adjacent to the blood
vessels and wasn’t of much help. The doctors came up with a new way to help the other areas
of the village. They first injected antibodies, then injected nanoparticles containing the
drugs after 24 hours.

Break it!

4

11
You are
under arrest.

The antigens serve as glue to connect
the drug-containing nanoparticles and
immune cells. Through click chemistry, the nanoparticles attach to specific
immune cells.

There are
too many of
them!

12

5

Blood
vessel

The new neighbors caused extensive damages by cutting down trees and destroying houses. Police and
emergency personnel were sent in but the situation was beyond control. The bad guys were recruiting
their friends and were multiplying in numbers. The damage was growing day by day.

6

13

Yeah!

We have
defeated
them!

14

7

Normal
cell
The body fell under critical condition and
was hospitalized.

The doctors said
they will begin
the chemo today!

What should
we do!

Immune
cell

Cancer
cell

Immune
cell

Antibody
Nanoparticle

IBS

IBS Centers

● Seoul National University

Center for
RNA Research

● Korea University

Center for Correlated
Electron Systems

Center for Nanoparticle
Research

Center for Molecular
Spectroscopy & Dynamics

● Yonsei University

Center for
Nanomedicine

● Ewha Womans University

Center for Quantum
Nanoscience

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

KIM V. Narry

NOH Tae Won

HYEON Taeg Hwan

CHO Min Haeng

CHEON Jin Woo

Andreas HEINRICH

Center for Underground
Physics

Center for Theoretical
Physics of the Universe

Center for Genome
Engineering

Center for Theoretical
Physics of Complex Systems

Center for Mathematical &
Computational Sciences
(Discrete Mathematics Group)

ibs.re.kr/rna

ibs.re.kr/cces

ibs.re.kr/nanomat

ibs.re.kr/cmsd

ibs.yonsei.ac.kr

qns.science

● IBS Headquarters

Center for Cognition
& Sociality Cognitive
Glioscience Group

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Chief Investigator

LEE C. Justin

KIM Yeoung Duk

CHOI Ki Woon

KIM Jin Soo

Sergej FLACH

OUM Sang Il

Center for Mathematical &
Computational Sciences
(Data Science Group)

Center for Mathematical and
Computational Sciences
(Biomedical Mathematics Group)

Center for Biomolecular &
Cellular Structure (Protein
Communication Group)

Center for Exotic Nuclear
Studies

Center for
Complex Geometry

Korea Virus Research
Institute

Chief Investigator

Chief Investigator

Chief Investigator

Director

Director

Director

CHA Mee Young

KIM Jae Kyoung
ibs.re.kr/bimag

KIM Ho Min

ibs.re.kr/protein

HAHN Kevin Insik

HWANG Jun Muk

CHOI Young Ki

Center for Nanomaterials &
Chemical Reactions

Center for Catalytic
Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations

Center for Axion & Precision
Physics Research

Center for
Vascular Research

ibs.re.kr/glia

ibs.re.kr/ds

ibs.re.kr/cupweb

ibs.re.kr/ctpu

ibs.re.kr/cge

ibs.re.kr/cens

ibs.re.kr/pcs

ibs.re.kr/ccg

● KAIST

Center for Synaptic Brain
Dysfunctions

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

KIM Eun Joon

RYOO Ryong

CHANG Suk Bok

Yannis SEMERTZIDIS

KOH Gou Young

ibs.re.kr/synapse
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ibs.re.kr/cncr

ibs.re.kr/cchf

ibs.re.kr/capp

ibs.re.kr/vascular

ibs.re.kr/dimag

IBS President

NOH Do Young

Seoul

Suwon

Sungkyunkwan University ●

Daejeon

Pohang

Center for Neuroscience
Imaging Research

Ulsan

Center for Integrated
Nanostructure Physics

Director

Director

KIM Seong Gi

LEE Young Hee

ibs.re.kr/cnir

ibs.re.kr/cinap

Busan
Gwangju

POSTECH ●

Center for Geometry &
Physics

Director

Director

Director

KIM Ki Moon

YEOM Han Woong

ibs.re.kr/csc

● Pusan National University

Center for Relativistic Laser
Science

Center for
Climate Physics

Center for Artificial Low
Dimensional Electronic
Systems

OH Yong Geun
ibs.re.kr/cgp

● GIST

Center for Self-assembly &
Complexity

ibs.re.kr/caldes

UNIST ●

Center for Multidimensional
Carbon Materials

Center for Soft &
LivingMatter

Center for
Genomic Integrity

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

NAM Chang Hee

Axel TIMMERMANN

Rodney RUOFF

Steve GRANICK

MYUNG Kyung Jae

ibs.re.kr/corels

ibs.re.kr/iccp

ibs.re.kr/cmcm

ibs.re.kr/softmatt

ibs.re.kr/cgi
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